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How to Use This Guide

This Guide has been written to provide information on how to
plan, implement and evaluate Staff Development Programs for Adult
Basic Education teachers, administrators, volunteers and aides. It
describes some of the program practices and resources that are effective in
developing staff development programs.

This Guide is divided into sections which deal with various compo-
nents of a staff development program including: background informa-
tion; planning; implementation; evaluation; and resources. It is organized
in such a way as to serve as a resource when completing the Application
for Staff Development Funds from the Ohio Department of Education.

Other pertinent information can (and should) be added to this
manual in a three-ring notebook format, including specific forms needed
for planning, implementing and evaluating a staff development program
for Adult Basic Education. The Guide should be continuously updated
with new information sent by the Ohio Department of Education such as
the Application Forms for Staff Development. Other sources such as the
Ohio Association of Adult and Continuing Education Conference will
serve as contributors of useful information in this area.

Ideas gathered from the Adult Basic Education Staff Development
Directors can also be inserted in each of the sections of this Guide. These
examples of program practices will serve as a rich resource for program
improvement by all who take advantage of these contributions.
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Background Information

A person or committee responsible for designing and conducting
staff development for educators in adult basic education face a de-
manding challenge. The staff development specialist must be able to
organize, communicate, motivate, and delegate effectively. This person
must have a well developed educational philosophy to guide this
important work. The stakes are high in staff development. Resources
are expended. Precious time is committed. Learnerg lives are affected.

Program Staff and Activities
The ABE instructional staff in Ohio consists mainly of part- time

teachers and volunteers. These instructors are similar to other ABE and
ESL teachers nationwide and are "generally characterized as highly
transitory, often isolated, and frequently elementary or secondary
teachers working part-time in adult education programs" (Tibbetts,
1991, p.4). Furthermore, the volunteer instructors are "typically
employed full-time in other positions and although generally well-
educated, are not professional educators or experienced in adult educa-
tion" (p.4).

Approximately 120 full-time, 1,500 part-time adult education
personnel, and over 3,500 trained and supervised volunteers deliver
essential programs and services to over 75,000 adults annually in Ohio's
Adult Basic Education Program. Their program activities include:

student recruitment and program promotion activities
counseling and other support services
direct instruction using different teachiag approaches in a
variety of educational settings
a regular program of training for paid staff and volunteers on
the state and local level
assessment and referrals to advance educational and training
programs (Ohio Department of Education Program Plan for
ABE, Fiscal Years 1990 - 1993).

1.
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Background Information

"Fourteen states, includ-

ing Ohio, require adult

education teachers to hold

an elementary or second-

ary certificate, making it

the leading method of

certification.

State Certification Requirements
Certification requirememts normally insure the public that

educators possess the skill and knowledge to do their job well.
However, according to Pelavin and Msociates (1991), "teachers of
adults areiquired to meet less stringent certification standards than
are elementary and secondary education teachers." State university
and college requirements for adult education certification are minimal
or non-existent (Foster, 1988).

Fourteen states, including Ohio, require adult education teach-
ers to hold an elementary or secondary certificate, making it the lead-
ing method of certification. While 11 states require preparation and
training for adult certification, 25 states have no certification require-
rrnits at all (Pelavin, 1991).

Additional methods of certification reported by Cope (1984) are:

a combination of experience, degree and/or coursework;
credit-based degree plus completion of ABE courses;
an emergency certificate;
endorsement of specialized adult education credit courses;
variations of teaching certificates.

Local programs may mandate additional requirements in
addition to those of the state. Appropriate experience, especially
expe:ience with adults, is an important consideration along with
certification.

2



Background Information

Inservice Training Requirements

State mandated staff development and inservice training re-
quirements for ABE and ESL teachers vary widely with no consisteir
pattern. Requirements range from as few as four hours to 50 hours ot
staff development annually (Pelavin, 1991).

When there is minimal or no state requirement for inservice
training, local ABE and ESL programs mandate requirements for their
teachers. Even where states have requirements, some local programs
may exceed those (Pelavin, 1991).

Since certification does not summarily result in improved
teaching, inservice training and staff development programs could be
an acceptable alternative method of ABE certification. As certification
is only indicative that the teacher has met state requirements for teach-
ers of adults, on-going staff development could become a fundamental
part of ABE and ESL programs to ensure that not only teachers, but
also volunteer instructors, are adequately prepared (Draper, 1986).

In Ohio, every district is required to conduct staff development
and inservice training programs, although there is no requirement on
the minimum or maximum number of hours. Local programs provide
training services in accordance with state requirements, but have no
mandates concerning staff participation.

3



Background Information

Factors Affecting Staff Development Training
Pelavin and Associates (1991) have concluded that "despite consen-

sus among researchers, practitioners, and policymakers that the lack of
training is a problem for adult education field, providing training oppor-
tunities is not an easy task" (p.9). They have identified five major factors
which influence the delivery of training. These factors include: (1) limited
financial resources; (2) the organization of services; (3) the lack of a re-
search base; (4) high rate of teacher turnover; and (5) minimal state and
local policies and guidelines regarding certification (pp.9-11).

)110- Limited Financial Resources
The Adult Education Act is the major funding source for ABE and

ESL programs, including teacher training. Currently, under Section 353
not less than 15 percent of the funds allotted to the state shall be used for
training teachers, volunteers and administrators. Specifically, two-thirds
of the 15 percent is to be spent on staff development.

*P. Organization of Services
The nature of adult education directly affects delivery and avail-

ability of staff development services for teachers and volunteers who assist
in this process. Organized to serve the non- traditional part-time student,
ABE and ESL programs are usually offered in the afternoon or evening.
Needed only part-time, most teachers are usually employed full-time at
other jobs making it difficult to schedule training services that do not
conflict with ABE/ESL instruction and the full-time responsibilities of the
teachers (Pelavin, 1991).

*. Lack of Research Base
Also complicating attempts to provide sta -f development for teach-

ers and volunteers of adults is the lack of research in the specific field of
adult education. Being diverse and multi- disciplined, adult education
draws from other fields. The misperception that "there is no need for
theory" that is unique to adult education (Cross, 1986) has resulted in a
lack of "systematic and coordinated approaches to issues such as teacher
training, research and practice (Courtney, 1986).

4



Background Information

)00. High Rate of Teacher Turnover
The nature of adult education affects the commitment adult

educators are able to make to a program. Part-time positions, lacking
benefits, keep teachers from making a long-term commitment to adult
education programs and result in continual turnover (Pelavin, 1991).
Providing continuous inservice training and staff development for new
teachers and administrators is burdensome on the limited financial
resources of adult education.

Plfr Lack of State Certification Requirements
The lack of specific state certification in adult education affects the

delivery of inservice training and staff development. While state certifica-
tion may not necessarily ensure a better quaiity of teaching, the absence
of specific requirements may reduce the demand for training services
(Pelavin, 1991).

11
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Background Informa ion

The ERIC database
includes some of the follow-
ing literaturr

Final reports
Inservice guides and
manuah

Descriptions of exemplary
programs
Principles and techniques
of staff demlopment
Articles on new content
areas, eg. CAL

Information about
ERIC is in the Resource
section of this guide.

Data Sources
There are four common sources for data and information for Staff

Development in Adult Basic Education:

A program planning literature in adult education;
A teacher training/inservice materials;
A general staff development; and
A other materials from the ERIC database.

The teacher training materials, preservice and inservice, as well is the staff
development materials have been developed for both school-based, K-12
teachers as well as ABE instructors.
The ERIC database includes literature found in State and Federally
funded:

Final reports;
Inservice guides and manuals;
Descriptions of exemplary programs;
Principles and techniques of staff develop) _lent;
Articles on new content areas, eg. CAI.

Such materials are often referred to as "fugitive" materials because
they can be difficult to find. ERIC does an excellent job of providing this
service of noking them accessible. The Resources section of this Guide
contain various ERIC documents that contain staff development literature
of different types. Information on how to access ERIC is also included in
the Resources section of this Guide.

This guide relied on materials from many of these sources with
particular emphasis from two publications: Study of ABE/ESL Instructu
Training Approaches: The I2glivery And Coutentof TrainiagfokAdult
Education Teachers and Volunteer Instructors, by John Tibbetts et AL for
Pelavin Associates, 1991; and Staff Development Leadership: A Resource
Egg2k, published by the Ohio Department of Education, 1983. Other
materials that were especially useful in the development of this guide
were those developed by the National Adult Basic Education (ABE) Con-
sortium on Staff Development: Principles and_Techniques, 1986, 1987,
1988. 6
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Background information

PROGRAM TYPES: The Context For Staff Development
In Ohio Adult Basic Education Programs

Sponsorship of training services and staff development programs is
shared at three levels. At the state level, the department of education
offers statewide training programs two or three times per year. Included
in these programs are sessions for new teacher training, mathematics and
family literacy instruction.

At the local level, individual districts can be self-supposting and
provide training services for their staff and volunteers. These districts are
generally larger with a high number of paid staff. Staff development
programs are usually a one session program, as opposed to an on-going
series of sessions.

As an alternative to individual sponsorship, a consortium of dis-
tricts can also provide training at the local level. This method is particu-
larly attractive to small programs with a low number of paid staff.

In Ohio, adult education instructor training providers include
consultants, local district personnel and referral agency staff. Internal
consultants are staff in ABE/ESL programs who provide training instruc-
tion to programs other than their own. External consultants such as four-
year college and university personnel are hired from outside the adult
basic education system to provide instructional training services for staff
development.

Local district personnel also provide staff development training
services. Expertise on adult education within the local district is utilized
to provide training services for teachers of adults.

The connection between the district and referral agencies goes
beyond the placement of students into educational programs.
Referral agencv personnel provide training and instructional services that
can offer insight into the student's situation and thus enhance instruc-
tional delivery.

13
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Background Information

Volunteer instructors and program management staff have become
an integral part of ABE and ESL programs. Volunteers may be recruited,
trained, managed and supported either by the ABE/ESL program or
through a community-based literacy volunteer program. Some ABE/ESL
programs have developed their own orientation and training programs
for classroom volunteers. Others have adopted the training available
from either Literary Volunteers of America (LVA) or Laubach Literacy
Action (LLA). Contact information for each of these two national pro-
grams can be found in the Resources section of this guide. Some ABE/
ESL programs utilize but do not train volunteers from these local commu-
nity-based groups. Volunteer instructors are commonly invited to ABE
staff development programs. In fact, ABE/ESL instructors also take the
training provided by either LVA or LLA as part of their ov, a staff devel-
opment programsin basic reading, ESL and family literacy. This
preservice training varies between 12 and 18 hours of preparation. Pro-
grams often require at least one inservice session a year for literacy volun-
teers. Literacy volunteers of America, Inc. also provides an intensive 14-
hour training on literacy volunteer management.

8



Background Information

Staff Development Defined
hi much of the literature. definitions of staff development

have focused on teacher behavior and organizational goals. For
example, Mc Haney & Impey (1988) have defined staff development as:

The totalitkofiducational 4nd personal experiences that contribute
to the improvement of an individual's competence and satisfaction

fi iin an assigned professional role (p.3).I
Their concept also included the notion of goals of the individual
and/or organization when describing Staff Development

A program designed to alter the professional practices, beliefs, and
III understanding of school persons toward an articulated end (p3).

A much broader conceptualization is offered by the Ohio
Department of Education. The Adult Basic Education Staff
Development Application (ABE-SS-7-92) defines Staff Developmcat in
the following context::

II

Staff development is a series of ongoing, focused activities offered
over time. These activities are linked to a professional development
plan and/or to organizational goals at the state, regional, and/or local
level. These activities are designed to meet identified needs; develop
professional, individual growth; and nurture and promote leadership
in the field.
Staff development provides knowledge, methods, skills, and
techniques resulting in changed teacher beluivior and improved
student learning. It is evaluated continuously, and the results of
ez,aluation ilifluence future staff development planning and activi-
ties.

On recommendation of Ohio's Staff Development Task Force, June
19,1991, future proposals to provide staff development should reflect
an understanding of this definition.

I 5
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Background information

Staff Development Functions
Within the context of these definitions, the functions of Staff Development
should include:

Inservice Education

IOrganization Development

ICommunication
and Coordination

improving skills; implementing curricula,
procedures; expanding subject matter
knowedge; planning and organizing instruc-
tion; and increasing effectiveness.

building program climate; solving problems;
increasing communication among staff mem-
bers.

...faimam

conducting workshops; assisting with building
staff development, implementation, and evalua-
tion; assisting with administrative planning.

assisting with inter- program comrnunication;
organizing and providing information about
resources; assisting with communication be-
tween administration and staff; providing
central coordinating service.

providing suggestions for new curricula, in-
structional approaches; identifying problems
and suggesting solutions; informing about
innovative approaches; researching ideas for
evaluating practices and procedures; providing
assistance with innovation processes.

(Mc Haney & lmpey, 1988, p3)

The ultimate end of staff development programs is in most cases the
improvement of student learning.

1 0



Background Information

Effective Staff Development: Lessons K 12
"Meaningful and lasting change requires an established training

program with clearly defined procedures, long range goals, and carefully
constructed support systems" (p.30). The experiences of K - 12 education
provide guidelines for those wishing to improve staff development for
ABE/ESL teachers and volunteer instructors. According to Pelavin and
Associates (1991), "some of these guidelines are already reflected in adulc
education training activities" (p.3). The following are summaries of these
guidelines.

An Effective Staff Development Program:

Involves Teachers and Volunteer 11-,structors in Planning
and Decision-Making

In practice, teachers and volunteer instructors are often expected to
participate in inservice programs that their supervisors have planned for
them. "In these instances, their learning may not only be limited, but they
are less apt to develop as critical thinkers about their own professional
development and to identify and pursue their own learning-for-teaching
needs" (p.31). In keeping with adult education practices (Knowles, 1980),
these stakeholders would benefit more from their participation in the
planning, implementing and evaluating of their own inservice programs.
Furthermore, it is believed that they would take on more ownership of
their own staff development activities and feel responsible for their own
profe-sional growth.

tz.,Maintains a Positive Climate for Teacher and Volunteer
Instructor Growth and Change

A climate for change in teacher behavior must be encouraged by
the administrator of the ABE/ESL program. The administrator must be
viewed as an instructional leader who encourages change through experi-
mentation and risk-taking. "Teachers and volunteer instructors who

1 1



Background information

engage in staff-development need to be rewarded (monetarily, release
time, and /or advancement); they need recognition and respect, and they
need time and reinforcement to pursue new learning and to experiment
in their classrooms" (p.32).

This is especially true for part-time teachers who are most in need
of support by their administrators. Without such support, there will not
be any lasting growth or change for teachers.

Shows Evidence of Systematic Decision-Making and
Demonstrates Consistent Underlying Assumptions

The stakeholders of a staff development program should make
sure that they keep in mind the intended outcomes of their staff develop-
ment program. They should also make sure that they utilize the findings
of the most up-to-date research findings which relate to their staff devel-
opment activities. In addition, they should be aware of the following
areas/questions:

A What level of knowledge needs to be communicated ( eg. information,
attitudes, understanding of specific teaching skills) and at what level
does it need to be learned by participants (eg. general familiarity, ability
to recall, ability to explain, ability to implement in practice)?

A Since all learning environments reflect the trainers attitudes toward
both the subject matter and the participants, what sort of balance exists
between content and nurturant outcomes? For example, it may be more
important initially to cultivate interest and enthusiasm among teachers
in the hope of establishing a climate conducive to long-range profes-
sional growth than to place immediately a heavy emphasis on subject
matter content.

A Is the content of the staff development program consistent with the
appropriate knowledge base? For example, if the staff development
program emphasizes reading instruction, are the resource staff familiar
with what is known about how readers process print? (This is not as
obvious as it sounds. Many presenters and instructional materials
reveal no evidence of this knowledge.)

1 2



Background Information

A Is the staff development program arranged in a manner that encourages
teachers to engage in individualized learning projects, action research,
and other activities which "create" knowledge? Are they offered guid-
ance in such undertakings and given opportunities to share the results?
Or are teachers considered simply recipients of information? (p.33).

Reflects Continuity and Follow-Up

The following advice made by Pelavin and Associates (1991) is
central to the intent of this guide.

Evidence from a variety of sources indicate that one-shot work-
shops and training sessions are ineffective in bringing about changes in
teacher and volunteer instructor behavior. Individual staff development
activities must complement each other and reflect common goals and
consistent underlying assumptions. Furthermore, teaching strategies
must be coached and practiced many times before much transfer is likely
to occur. Linkage between staff development and teaching settings may
be encouraged in other ways such as preparation of actual classroom
materials and applications within inservice sessions. Effective staff devel-
opment must provide opportunities and support systems for this linkage
to occur (pp. 33-34).

Includes Ongoing and Systematic Evaluation Procedures
Reflecting Particular Attention to What Information is Gath
ered and How it is Used

Evaluations of ABE/ESL workshops and other staff development
activities often are concerned with a "happiness quotient" of participants.
However, evaluations should go beyond participant satisfaction and begin
to measure their impact on classroom behavior of teachers and volunteer
instructors. Several evaluation measures are offered in the Evaluation
section of this guide which measure the success of staff development
programs.

c4
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Background Informption

Emplemplary Progniins
utilize the following staff
development principles:

Professional
Development Plans
Coaching
Collaborative Work
Groups
Training for
ProgramDeoelopment

Exemplary Programs
The use of the principles and techniques discussed earlier

has been drawn from a variety of sources and has been outlined by the
National ABE Staff Development Consortium (1986, 1987, 1988). Their 70
principles and 39 corresponding techniques relate to planning and con-
ducting training for ABE teachers and other staff. A special issue on staff
development provided by the New York Literacy Assistance Center (Dick,
1989) describes several literacy programs which utilize these principles
and techniques. Each of these staff development projects presents a real
life example of one of more of the following staff development principles:

Professional Development Plans
Coaching
Collaborative Work Groups
Training for Program Development

For example, one illustrates the techniques of a professional devel-
opment plan and principle of allowing participants to choose their in-
volvement and linldng training to an individual plan. Another technique
of coaching addresses the principle of on-call assistance of colleagues at
the work site. A third involves the principle of providing teachers with
the opportunity to meet and share ideas. Another phased training tech-
nique shows the principle of spacing staff developmentover time. The
last example illustrates the technique of training for program develop-
ment and the principle of making staff development a part of program
development.

Such examples of exemplary programs can be found by
reviewing the professional literature on staff development. The ERIC
Clearinghouse offers this service in order to assist ABE instructors and
others to continue to improve their own practice

r2
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OHIO DEPAEXHENT OF EDUCATION
PROGRAM PLAN FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

FISCAL UARS 1990-1993

EXECUTIVE EMMY

GEOGRAPHIC AREA MNPACTED: Statewide

ELIGIBLE POPULATION: Undereducated adults who:

A. lack sufficient mastery of basic educational skills necessary for literate
functioning;

B. do not have a certificate of graduation from a school providing secondary
education or who have not achieved an equivalent level of education;

C. are not proficient in the use of the English language; and
D. are not subject to compulsory school attendance under state law.

NEED FOR THE PROJECT: To establish, expand, and improve adult education
programa and services to:

A. educationally disadvantaged adults who demonstrate basic skills equivalent
to or below that of students at the fifth grade level (estinated at 150,000-
200,000);

B. adults who have not completed eight years of education (estimated at
440,000);

C. adults who have not completed rwelve years of education (estimated at
2,200,000); and

D. adults who have limited proficiency in the use of the English language
(estimated at over 45,000).

PURPOSES OF THE PROJECT: To address thi. three major purposes of the Adult
Education Act, that is, to:

A. enable undereducated adults to acquire the basic educational skills necessary
for literate functioning;

B. provide these adults with sufficient basic education to enable them to
benefit from trhining and retraining programs and to obtain and retain
productive employnent; and

C. enable adults, who so desire, to continue their education to at least
the level of completion of secondary school.

SERVICE POPULATIONS AND GOALS: Statewide program goals are based on the
identified needs of the general population in the state as well as the particular
educational needs of selected special populations. These special populations
include immigrants, the incarcerated, the handicapped, the unemployed, the
homeless, adult migrant farmworkers, the disadvantaged, minorities, and public
assistance recipients. Major goals were established in the following areas:

A. expanding services to those identified in the needs assessment;
B. increasing the educational, social, and economic impact of the program;
C. developing and implementing a family literacy component;
D. increasing the number of locations and participants served in workplace

literacy programs;
E. continuing to implement and conduct staff development and special demonstration

projects; and
F. increasing interagency planning, implementation, and evaluation of project

activities.

(Over)



Adopted goals will be used to develop a statewide program in which significant
portions of educationally disadvantaged adults in the state will be served
in the most effective manner possible.

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES AND WRO TO1LL PERFORM TEEM: Approximately 120 full-time,
1,500 part-tine adult education personnel, and over 3,500 trained and supervired
volunteers will deliver the following essential programs and services to
over 75,000 adults annually:

A. student recruitment and program promotion activities;
B. counseling and other support services;
C. direct aistruction using different teaching approaches in a variety of

educational settings;
D. a regular program of training for paid staff and volunteers on the state

and local level; and
E. assessment and referrals to advance educational and training programs.

EVALUATION OF LOCAL PROJECT ACTIVITIES: A variety of internal and external
strategies vill be used to evaluate the activities of approved projects.
These will include:

A. team reviews of selected projects;
B. individual consultant's reviews;
C. preparation of annual performence reports; and
D. periodic assessment of goal achievement during the plan period.

PAST ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND OBJECTIVES MET: During the period of the last state
plan (1986-1988), there was: (1) an increase in the number and percentage
of program participants who were functioning at less than the equivalent
of a fifth year level of education; (2) an increase in the number of participants
who completed preparation for, and passed the General Educational Development
Test; (3) 17,846 persons who enrolled in advanced training programs; (4)
15,322 persons who secured new employment; (5) 6,777 who obtained a better
job; (6) 6,622 who were removed from public assistance; (7) 1,317 who received
U.S. citizenship; and (8) 13,056 who registered or re-registered to vote.

PROPOSAL MEVISIONS WHICH WILL IMPROVE PROGRAM: Greatly expanded provisions
for joint planning and coordination with a wide range of related services
conducted by other relevant federal and state programs including vocational
education and job training, rehabilitation services, immigration and naturalization
services, higher education, volunteer services, welfare, library services,
community development, parent education and homeless assistance programs.
The criteria and process for conducting special demonstration and teacher
training projects have been modified.

ADKIMISTRATION: The Ohio Department of Education
Division of Educational Services
Adult and Community Education Section
65 South Front Street, Room 811
Columbus, Ohio 43266-0308
(614) 466-5015



10 Characteristics of Coherent Staff Development
P rograms
(McHaney, J. & Impey, W., 1988)

The following ten characteristics of a coherent staff development
program could be used as a checklist to compare your own programs with
this list.

1. The program has a mission, policy guidelines, goals, resources,
budget and personnel. (Qualitative standards need to be set to
assess each of these. For example, it could be decided that the
mission statement should be undergirded by an explicit set of
assumptions about adult learning and development or the director
of the program should have a line position of authority with bud-
getary control within the organizational structure.)

2. Teachers as the primary participants have a preeminent voice in the
governance of the program.

3. Determination of the program agenda (needs assessment) is a
multidimensional process. It engages teachers in the identification
of problems which affect them and their students as part of this
process. (This includes consideration of the how, where, when;
with whom, and why of staff development as well as the question
of what is the primary interest or need.)

4. The program is able to address multiple, interrelated purposes.
(These could include personal, cognitive, theoretical, professional,
and career needs.)

5. The program acknowledges the reality of different teacher roles
and role-relationships and the implications of these for staff devel-
opment.

6. The program is able to employ a variety of strategies and forms of
development beyond the workshop and lecture- discussion for-
mats.

7 There is evidence that staff development is viewed as a continuing
developmental process; that is, specific projects are planned in
considerations of the effects of the classroom context and follow-up
is provided in that setting.

'



8. The program is able to support a skilled person or persons respon-
sible for planning and managing activities at the ABE site.

9. The program addresses a balanced agenda of goals; that is, indi-
vidual goals are accommodated within and outside the context of
broader institutional goals whether at the state, local, or school
level.

10. While schools generally are a realistic unit for the design of a staff
development plan; attention is given to individuals and especially
to key functioning groups within he school There are a variety of
activities planned with expert resources outside the school context
(pp.6-7).



In addition, seven essential characteristics of staff development
programs have been identified. These characteristics can also be com-
pared with your own program practices.

COLLABORATION
Collaboration in organizing and planning staff development
increases commitment to make staff development successful.

PARTICIPATION
Staff development programs that place administrators, teachers,
and learners in an active role are more likely to succeed.

PLANNING
Long range planning of staff development inc
with district goals.

:ses conformity

ASSESSMENT
Staff development is most effective when based on professional
needs and concerns of ABE teachers, administrators and learners
on a school/site level.

FOCUS
Successful staff development programs exhibit specificity and
concreteness in discussion as well as practice that supports the
translation of ideas into practice.

SCHOOL-BASED
School-based/school-focussed staff development is far more effec
tive than other types of inservice education (pp.6-7).

TRAINING COMPONENTS
Effective staff development programs contain training that includes
presentation of theory, modeling, practice, feedback, and coaching.

These components are identified as essential elements of exemplary
staff development programs over and over in the literature and will be
discussed furthei in the implementation section of this guide.



Essential Elements of Effective Staff
Development (Mc Haney, J. & Impey, W., 1988)

*Needs Assessment
Includes teachers, volunteers, students and directors

Theoretical Background and Research
Reason for change and supporting research

Demonstration/Modeiing
Concrete presentation of instructional practice (may include
video)

Practice with Feedback
Participants practice technique in training session

*Application
Practice in real situation with support from peers, mentors,
and others

Follow-up
Integrate follow up session

Evaluation
Record/document instructional change resulting from
training



Planning

Staff development leaders must make decisions about their pro-
grams with the best information available. They must develop plans for
long-term programs that will bring about growth and learning for
administrators, teachers, volunteers and aides. They must learn to work
collaboratively with advisory boards and stay within their budgets.
They must have knowledge of effective needs assessment strategies and
how to match their plans to these needs, both consortium-wide and
locF Hy.

Program Planning
Planning refers to the process of determining the ends to be

pursued and the means employed to achieve them. In adult
education, planning is a decision-making process and a set of
related activities that produce educational program design
specifications for one or more adult learners (Sork & Caffarella, 1989).

Program planning literature is largely normative. That is, the
literature consists mostly of descriptions of how planning should be
done rather than descriptions of how planning is done. Often, a six step
basic model to program planning is utilized (Sork & Caffarella, 1989):

Analyze planning context
and client system

Assess needs

Develop program objectives

onnulate instructional plan

Formulate administrative plan

Design a program evaluation
plan 1



Planning

This model is presented as a step by step process but in fact should not
be thought of as a linear operation. It is true that decisions about one
step are related to decisions about the next. In practice it is possible to
skip steps and to work on several simultaneously. The point is that
systematic planning is a powerful tool for designing effective, efficient,
relevant, and innovative educational programs. In addition, there are
many philosophical and practical reasons for involving the learners in
this process. Viewed as an aspect of the overall operation of a staff
development effort, planning serves several functions (Groteleuschen,
1976). Initially, it results in the identification and clarification of poten-
tial goals for continuing professional i,ducation. These goals may be
very broad (to increase teacher skills in instruction) or they may be
stated specifically and behaviorally (to enable teachers to show each
participant how to write a letter of inquiry for employment that can be
read and understood by a perspective employer). Planning enables the
administrator to select particular goals from a universe of possible
goals. Effective planning also attends to changing goals as the staff
development effort goes forward.

Often, decisions about goals are based on very limited knowl-
edge of alternatives. Planning should also assist the ABE administra-
tor in defining the alternative means for reaching these goals. The ABE
administrator will generally have a better chance of success in the staff
development effort if a number of alternative instructional and content
means are considered.

Planning should not only identify and define alternative means
to desired ends but it should also define some possible consequences
of selecting eaci alternative. In terms of cost alone, the administrator
needs to be as fully aware as possible of the consequences of his/her
actions before acting. In essence the act of planning is evaluation in
advance, a rather uncommon idea. Planning must take into account
unintended consequences.

2



Planning

Adult Basic Education Staff Development Application
A copy of the Adult Basic Education Staff Development

Application for the Ohio Department is included in this section of
the Guide. The Application has four parts:

1) Budget
2) Needs, Objectives, and Activities
3) Attachments and
4) Reporting Requirements.

Part H is directly related to the Planning stages of the staff development
program. Part 11 of this Application outlines the steps needed to 5e
taken in identifying needs and developing objectives and activities.

A. Describe areas needing staff development. Explain how
program reviews, needs assessments, and consideration of
state and local goals for adult basic education contribute to
the determination of staff development needs, both consor-
tium-wide and locally, as applicable.

B. List objectives of the staff development project, indicating if
they are consortium-wide or for a local program. Relate each
objective to an identified need cited in section A.

C. For each listed objective, use activity sheets to describe what
will be undertaken to meet the objective,

3



Planning

Collaborative Planning:
Working With An Advisory Committee

Adult basic education advisory committees can be used to assist
the staff development leader in IA inning inservice programs. The
committee can assist in the data gathering and analysis and the formu-
lation and review of the staff development action plan.

In keeping with recent understanding of participatory adult
literacy programs (Fingeret & Jurrno, 1989), representatives of all
participants, learners, administrators and community memb ..vs should
be recruited for this advisory committee. Thus, such a group will also
be able to provide multiple perspectives on potential problems of the
action plan. According to the Ohio Department of Education (1983),
"there is wide-spread agreement that involving participants in plan-
ning staff development activities increases the chances of success"
p.28). It is also assumed that better decisions will be made with a
planning committee.

Members can be recruited or volunteer. A profile of needed
skills and expertise can be developed to determine if the present advi-
sory group meets all of the criteria. For example, key administrators
should be included to ensure the success of the plan. Previous studies
have recommended no more than 7 - 10 members on a planning com-
mittee for staff development. 'Who is involved is as important as the
number of staff involved" (p.28).

A collaborative planning checklist developed for the Ohio
Department of Education (1983) is included as an appendix in this
section of the guide.

3 U
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Planning

Needs Assessment
A staff development plan should be based on needs. A needs

assessment can be defined as "a systematic or formal procedure for
determining the kinds and degrees of discrepancy that exist between a
desired state of affairs and the present conditions" (Ohio Department
of Education, 1983, p.:1.5). This needs assessment plan should be based
on certain standards. For example, Willing (1989) suggests nine stan-
dards to evaluate your staff development effort which are discussed in
the section on Evaluation. These f.tandards should be kept in mind as
you are developing your own plans. A sample evaluation tool is also
discussed in this section of the Guide. 'Whether dealing with institu-
tional or individual needs, the questions or statements should not
juxtapose reality against an ideal. Rather, the intent is to establish
genuine needs that can be fulfilled' (Ohio Department of Education,
1983, p.36). It is assumed that awareness of discrepancies will enable
staff development leaders to make more informed decisions, and
design and implement more effective programs.

"Like other aspects of staff development, needs assessments are
dependent on the cooperation and support of those who will be
involved. Therefore, it is important that staff development
leaders explain why needs are being assessed and how the data
will be used in making decisions" (p.36).

Sources and examples of needs assessment have been classified into
three major groups: experts; clients; and educational planners (Lon-
doner, 1990).

Experts
Research Reports
Interviews
Advisory Councils
Consultants
National and State Conferences

5
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il

*

41

Clients
Interviews
Survey Research
"Opinionnaires"

Educational Planners

Observations
Interviews
Questionnaires
Advisory Committees

32
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A Five-Step Assessment Plan
This systematic plan has been developed by the Ohio Department

of Education (1983) in order to "anricipate problems and to maximize the
use of their time and energy" (p.36). This plan should also minimize the
risk associated with change. It looks at the assessment process and identi-
fies factors that could prevent an effective assessment.

Establish an Assessment Committee

This committee ir..4y be made up of those already serving in an
advisory committee for the ABE program or a separate group may be
identified to assist in the planning of the staff development activities.
Members should include participants of the planned programs. Such a
participatory approach will be necessary as priorities are identified and
implemented. This committee or advisory group will need to agree on a
strategy to follow including areas of concern and various methodsof needs
assessment for staff development. Since there are various types of assess-
ment instruments and procedures available, this committee will need to
become knowledgeable of the strengths and weaknesses of each type. An
appendix in this section of the guide provides an overview of various
tyides of needs assessment procedures along with their advantages and
disadvantages for this purpose.

Prepare a Comprehensive Plan

A plan should be developed by the assessment committee which
includes what information will be necessary, who to survey, and how to
collect and analyze this information. It is important to also decide ahead
of time how the committee will judge whether the assessment was a
success and anticipate any problems in this process.

33
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Planning

Criteria to judge the success of the development and implemen-
tation of a needs assessment process have been summarized by the
Ohio Department of Education (1983) and are modified to reflect an
ABE context. The needs assessment committee should review these
criteria while developing a plan "because they outline what results
should occur" (p.37):

I. Provide for individual teacher's needs as well as specific
program needs.

2. Provide for teacher's self-assessment of his or her own
personal growth rather than focus on defects.

3. Be designed so that delivery of activities can occur.
4. Reflect a balance between maximum data collection and

realistic fiscal expense.
5. Commercial needs assessment instruments are available,

but the development of ones based on the specific setting
is recommended.

6. Do not terminate professional growth activities with the
completion of the first year of activities, but keep
them on-going and build on experience.

7 Reconcile short term goals of the professional growth
contracts with the long term goals of the program.

8. Long term evaluation is needed to assess the impact of
the staff development activities on teachers and learners.

In order to evaluate the needs assessment process, the commit-
tee will need to decide on how decisions will be made based on the
needs assessment information as well as identify the potential partici-
pants. In addition, a comprehensive staff development plan should be
developed according to the application guidelines from the Depart-
ment of Education and approved by the administration of the local
program.

According to the Ohio Department of Education .(1983), "central
to the plan's success is how people reach consensus throughout the
needs assessment process. The degree of involvement will greatly
influence the quality and impact of the assessment" (p.37). A staff
development proce:s cannot be imposed on the participants. 8
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3 Determine Methods and Instruments

There are several commonly used assessment methods that can
be developed by staff development leaders and their adviscry commit-
tees. These include brainstorming, questionnaires, interviews, and
observations (Ohio Department of Education, p. 37). Statements and
questions used with each of these methods should be field-tes'.ed with
individuals and small groups. In order to obtain multiple perspectives
on needs, a combination of assessment tools should be used. Examples
of various methods and instruments along with the advantages and
disadvantages of each arr. included in the appendix of this section of
the guide.

Interpret Data and Determine Priorities

A needs assessment should reveal discrepancies between
desired levels of performance with current levels. Analyzing the data
will involve three steps for staff development leaders:

1. distinguish between perceived and real needs;
2. identify short- and long-term needs;
3. establish priorities (Department of Education, p.39).

These needs will be influenced by the values of those doing the needs
assessment. Differences in responses of the diverse participants must
be separated to avoid generalizations of needs that do not actually
exist. If only vague needs are expressed, refinement will be needed
using existing needs assessment procedures available. Various proce-
dures are discussed in the appendix of this section of the guide.

9
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Evaluate the Assessment Process

This step is often skipped in practice due to time constraints. How-
ever, clarification of how needs can be better identified by including a
systematic review of previous procedures and problems. Plans for future
needs assessment should be based on the success of previous attempts to
achieve assessment objectives.

3 t;
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Steps in Planning A Staff Development Program
The Ohio Department of Education (1983) previously identified a

six step planning process for staff development. During this phase of the
planning process, specific goals, objectives, and programs are identified.
Plans are matched to data gathered from the needs assessment. The
basic questions of who, how, when, and where can be addressed in these
six steps (p.44).

Step 1 Summarize Needs Assessment Data and
Develop Working Objectives

Since the needs assessment data will be collected form various
sources, clarification of issues need to be made before developing work-
ing objectives. There may be conflicting needs identified by different
groups. For example, administrators may identify different needs from
ABE teachers or volunteer instructors may have different needs from
aides.

It is important to recognize that the working objectives developed
at this stage of planning will probably be revised during the planning
process. The objectives literally translate needs assessment problems
into programs in Part II, Section B of the Staff Development Application
in the appendix of this section of the guide.

Step 2 Validate Needs Assessment Data

An advisory committee should be used to validate needs assess-
ment data. This group will be able to clarify assessment data and gain
insight into the views of those surveyed during this process. This step
would prevent any confusion caused from using needs assessment
instruments or procedures which produced datawithout sufficient expla-
nation.

3
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Step 3 Set Priorities for Objectives

There will always be more needs than ability to respond to
them. An advisory committee can be used to help set priorities and
rank objectives in terms of which should be offered in the coming year
and which can wait. it is at this stage that objectives can be ordered to
meet short-term and long-term goals of a program.

Step 4 Develop Action Plan

The staff development action plan should include all of the
specific details including the activities, materials, staff, consultants,
facilities, budget and all those things needed to implement the pro-
posed objectives. It is suggested that a staff development leader work
with the advisory committee to develop this plan.

Elements of the plan. A staff development action plan should
include six components (Ohio Department of Education, 1983):

(1) goals and programs to be included;
(2) specific inservice objectives to be addressed in the

inservice activities;
(3) an overall, four- or five-year sequence of activities for

training staff and for putting the desired changes in
practice;

(4) a detailed description of the major inservice workshops
and other activities that have been plannQd for the first 12
to 18 months of the four years;

(5) a list of resources - personnel and materials- that can be
used to implement the inservice activities;

(6) a budget to support the inservice program and changes
in the school program; for example new textbooks,
equipment, or teacher assistants (p.45).

A detailed time line should also be included which identifies dates and
times for activity completion.

3.)
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Step 5 Present Action Plan to Staff

There are at least two goals whith can be accomplished by
presenting the action plan to the staff. First, there is time for partici-
pants to react to the plan while changes can still be made. Additional
suggestions for changes in activities can be made. if needed, the advi-
sory committee working with the staff development leader can revise
the plan. Second, the actual review process prepares staff to participate
in the activities and helps them to "buy into" the change process you
are proposing. "Following the review session, participants should be
knowledgeable about the objectives, the sequence of activities, and the
activity options" (p.45). This review process should be repeated until
there is consensus between the advisory committee and the intended
participants.

S ep 6 Implement the Action Plan

After consensus is reached, implementation of the action plan
can begin. The implementation section of this guide will describe this
process.

3:s
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Matching Plans to Needs
Seven general questions should be addressed in evaluating the

adequacy an appropriateness of plans for a staff development
activity:

Is the planned program directed at identified needs?

Does the proposed program appear relevant and accept-
able to the intended participants?

Given the goal(s) of the staff development effort, do the
proposed activities and content logically make sense?

Do the proposed plans for the staff development effort
reflect an awareness of experience, of what has worked in
the past?

Does the instructi9nal design involve the learners of your
program? (teachers and students)

Is there variety in your instructional format?

Do you have a plan to evaluate participant expectations,
procedures, as well as outcomes of your staff development
plan?

4 :I
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Stages of Teacher Development
Stages of teacher development are important in planning effective

professional development programs.

Teachers in the early stages need much assistance with the
technical skills of teaching and would benefit most from a
highly structured, directive staff development program.
Practical information and applications would be most useful.

Teachers who are a little more advanced developmentally
would seek information to add variety of their teaching and
would prefer a collaborative approach to staff development
and supervision.

Teachers at the highest developmental levels would focus on
more complex and cross-cutting concerns and would prefer
more team types of arrangements and staff development
programs that are non-directive.

Thus, teachers' deveiopmental stages may have an effect on the teaching
modes and content of training for staff development
activities.

1 5



STATE OF OHIO
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
FISCAL YEAR 1992

general fiscal guidelines

Up to ten percent of the total budget amount may be used for administrative
costs (e.g., coordinator's sa'-ry and fringes).

2. Unless otherwise required by the governing board of the administrative
or employing agency (and supported by documentation), stipends or salary
paid to participants should not exceed:

a. $20.00 for a half day
b. $40.00 for a full day

Please note that stipends paid to employees of the fiscal agent should be
placed in the 100 object code. Stipends paid to persons not employed by the
fiscal agent should placed in the 400 object code, purchased services. This
has been determined by the Division of Federal Assistance based on
definitions found in the Uniform School Accanting System Code.

3. l'rainer/consultant fees should he reasonable and necessary to achieve
program objectives. Additionally, trainers and consultants can be paid
actual travel expenses.

4. Unless otherwise required by the governing board of the administrative or
employing agency (and supported by documentation), costs for conference
attendance should not exceed:

a. the actual cost for member registration for an activity sponsored by
a professional organization;

b. a per diem allowance of $59.50 for meals and lodging:
c. reimbursement of $.225 a mile for mileage or actual travel expenses.

5. All other costs should be reasonable and necessary to conduct staff
development activities and are subject to negotiation prior to approval of
the application.

6. Staff development f2nds are not to be used to convene directors and
coordinators simply for the purpose of discussing administrative issues.
Hovievar, activities that are designed to enhance the management skills and
professional development of project directors will be considered for
approval.

Note: Projects will receive full payment within two to three weeks of approval.
Checks will automatically be sent to the treasurer's office from the
Division of Federal Assistance.



ADULT BASIC EDUCATION STAFF DEVELOPNENT

APPLICATION

IIIPART I - PROJECT tairommom

1. TO be completed by the Ctio Department of Education

Federal Domestic
Assistance Catalog
Number Project Number

Date
Approved

Signature of
SEA Officer

Amount Approvel
for this Prole,

84.002 -AB-SS-92

Namssiswiraft A.11.1Mli

2. The agreement is entered into between the Ohio Department of Education and the applicant
agency identified below. Expenditures of monies from the grant are to be restricted
to items approved in this application.

The applicant accepts the responsibility for providing financial, evaluation, and
program reports to comply with requirements of the Ohio Department of Education.

3. CERTIFICATION OF LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the information contained herein is
correct and complete.

LEGAL NAME OF LOCAL APPLICANT AGENCY NAME OF SUPERINTENDENT

Mailing Address (Street, City, ZIP Code) SIGNATURE OF SUPERINTENDENT

Date Signed

County

Telephone (Area Code and Number)

Congressional District

Name of Treasurer

Name and Address of Local Adult Basic
Education Director or Coordinator

.....1.01=,

Telephone (Area Code and Number of Local
Adult Basic Education Director or
Cooreinator

........110111.Date of First Activity Date of last activity
,

Beginning Date of Project Closing Date of Project



ASSURANCES TO THE OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

65 South Front Street
Columbus, Ohio

ASSURANCES to the Ohio Department of Education regarding application for
federal assistance under authority of The Adult Education Act, P.L. 100-297,
as amended

THE APPLICANT HEREBY ASSURES THE OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION THAT:

1. The information contained in this application is correct and accurate
to the best of the knowledge of the applicant agency.

2. Personnel employed in the project financed under this Title will be
certificated as required by Sections 3319.22, 3319.30, and 3319.088
of the Ohio Revised Code.

3. Personnel or programs financed under this Title will not be certified
for inclusron in the state foundation program.

4. The control of funds provided under this Title, and title to property
derived therefrom, shall be under the authority of the approved applicant
agency for the uses and purposes provided in this Title, and that the
approved agency will administer such property and funds and apply them
only for the purposes for which they are granted.

5. The applicant will make an annual report and such other reports to the
Obio D!par'lent of Education in such form and containing such information
as may be reasonably necessary to enable the department to perform its
duties under this Title, including information relating to the educational
achievements of adult learners. The applicant will keep such records
and afford such access thereto as the department and its authorized
agents may find necessary to assure the correctness and verification
of such reports.

6. The applicant will use funds granted for this program to supplement,
and not suppiant, the amount of funds from other federal, state, and/or
local sources currently in use for purposes specified in this application.

7. The governing board of the applicant agency is in compliance and will
continue to comply with the provisions of section 438 of the Rights
and Privacy Act, P.L. 93-380.

8. The applicant agency will provide such fiscal control and fund accounting
procedures as may be necessary to ensure proper disbursement of, and
accounting for, all project funds paid by the state to the agency.

9. Adults enrolled in Adult Education Act supported programa will not be
charged tuition, fees, or any other charges, nor be required to purchase
any books or any other materials th..t are needed for participation in
the program

4 1
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10. The applicant agency will provide such methods of administration as
are necessary for proper and efficient administration of th- program.

11. Funds under this Title will be used to provide a basic education program
for adults who (1) have less than a twelfth grade education or its functional
equivalency and (2) are not subject to compulsory school attendance
under state Law. Priority in recruitment shall be directed toward educationall!
disadvantaged adults who demonstrate basic skills at or below the fifth
grade equivalence level.

12. The applicant will use not more than twenty percent of the funds granted
for programs of instruction to serve secondary level functioning adults
as defined by the state.

13. Programs, services, and activities supported with funds approved for
use in this application are designed to expand or improve the quality
of adult education programs, including programs for educationally disadvantaged
adults, to initiate new programs of high quality, or, where necessary,
to maintain programs.

14. Documentation of hours worked will be maintained for all part-time paid
employees of the program. In addition, appropriate time distribution
records for prorated portions of full-time positions will be kept.
These will be maintained in the district or agency Treasurer's office
and/or office of the project director.

15. The filing of this application has been euly authorized by the governing
board of the applicant agency, ard the irdicated representative has
been duly authorized by formal action of said board to file this application
for, and in behalf of, said ;ency, and otherwise to act as the authorized
representative of the agenc) in connection with this application. Said
authorization was voted and made a part of the minutes in an official
meeting of the governing authority held on 19

Signature of Superintendent/Chiet Ext-utive Officer Date

Signature of the Treasurer/Chief Fiscal Officer Date

Name of Authorized Representative
(If other than Superintendent/Chief Executive Officer)

Signature of Authorized Representative Date

5
ABE-SS-2-92



.PROJECT BUDGET

SCHOOL DISTRICT

Fund Number 501

OHIO MARMOT OF numnom
DIVISION OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

COUNTY

ame ADULT BASIC EDUCATION - STAFF PRVBLOPMINT

FUNCTION CODES

PROJECT NUMBER

OBJECT
CODES

Column
A

Column
s

Column
c

Column
D

Column
E

Column
F

Column
G

1410

INSTRUCTION

2100/2200
IMPROVEMENT OF
INSTRUCTIONAL

SERVICES

2400

ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES

2500

FISCAL
SERVICES

2700

OPER. 6 MAINT.
OF PLANT

2800

PUPIL
TRANSPORTATION TOTALS

100
Salaries

Line 6

XXXXXXXXXXX

Line 42 Line 75 Line 104 Line 133

XXXXXXXXXXXX

Line 153

XXXXXXXXXXXXX

f 200

Retirement
Insurance

Line 13

XXXXXXXXXXX

Line 50 Line 83 Line 111 Line 140

XXXXXXXXXXXX

Line 160

XXXXXXXXXXXXX
400
Purchased
Services

Line 20

XXXXXXXXXXX

Line 61 Line 92 Line 116 Line 143 Line 164

XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX

500 Books
Supplies

Line 28

XXXXXXXXXXX

Line 66 Line 96 Line 120 Line 144 Line 165

XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX
600
Capital
Outlay

Line 31

XXXXXXXXXXX

Line 67 Line 97 Line 121 Line 145

XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX

700 Re-
placement

Line 33

XXXXXXXXXXX

Line 68 Line 98 Line 122 Line 146

XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX

800
Other XXXXXXXXXXX

Line 127

XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX

TOTALS

Line 34

XXIOUCUUMCK

Line 70 Line 99 Line 128 Line 147 Line 166

XXXXXXXXXXEL_ ILIOUULIUCEMp....

Line 167

..----

4 ;
Signature of Superintendent

r ". 1 ..

Date

Date
-SS -3 -9Y



BUDGET WORKSINET

Function 2100: Supportive Services for Students

Function 2200: Supportive Services for Instructional Staff

Line
,Jto. No.

,

Z
FTE Description

Object
Code Amount Subtot

35 Teacher (2100) 110
36 Coordinator (2200) 110
37

'38
Teaeher Aides (2200F 141
Secretary (2200) 141

39 Counselor (2100) 110
, 40

41 Stipends for District Employees 110
42 '

.- Subtotal

43

-1
4

t

1STRS 210
1-144 SERS 220
45 Insurance Benefits (Certificated) 240 1
46

.

Insurance Benefits (Non-Certificated)
,

250
,_47 Worker's Compensation

_

260
48 ,

Unemployment Compensation 280
49

4

50 Subtotal

N7--
.

,Maintenance
,Property

Consultant Services 412...--..-.
52 6 Repair 423
53 Insurance 424
54 Rental 425
55 Meetin_ Ex enses 6 Milea_e 430
56 Telephone 441 L
57 Postage 443 '

58 Printing and Bind! 461 t
59 Stipends for Non-employees 410
60 4

rii-' Subtotal

62 General Supplies 510
63
64
65 4

66 Subtotal...-

67 jiluipment (Nev: Attach Lisq Subtotal 640
r
68 , 4,flEquipment (Replacement: List) Subtotal 740

1
.

69

70

._

Function 2100/2200 TOTAL

4 'n
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Part I

Budget

Complete the application cover page, the list of assurances, the project budget,
and budget worksheets. These pages are supplied. Secure appropriate signatures
on all relevant pages.

Part II

Needs, Objectives, and Activities

Staff development is a series of ongoing, focused activities offered over time.
These activities are linked to a professional development plan and/or to
organizational goals at the state, regional, and/or local level. These
activities are designed to meet identified needs; develop professional,
individual growth; and nurture and promote leadership in the field. Staff
development provides knowledge, methods, skills, and techniques resulting in
changed teacher behavior and improved student learning. It is evaluated
continuously, and the results of evaluation influence future staff development
planning and activities.

Future proposals to provide staff development should reflect an understanding of
this definition of staff development.

(recommendation of Ohio's staff development task force, June 19, 1991)

A. Describe areas needing staff development. Explain how program reviews,
needs assessments, and consideration of state and local goals for adult
basic education contribute to the determination of staff development needs,
both consortium-wide and locally, as applicable.

B. List objectives of the staff development project, indicating if they are
consortium-wide or for a local program. Relate each objective to an
identified need cites in section A.

C. For each listed objective, use activity sheets to describe what will be
undertaken to meet the objective. Make copies of activity sheets as needed.

Part III

Atochments

A. Consortium agents should attach letters of intent to participate in staff
development from directors of each project served through the consortium.

B. Attach one calendar to this application, and send one calendar loose.

ABE-SS-7-92



Part IV

Reporting Requirements

P. For each activity, complete an evaluation that includes reference to
activity objectives and an attendance list. Both are to be submitted at the
end of the year with the final report.

B. A copy of the year-end final report is included. It is to be returned
thirty days after the last schedule activity.

ABE-SS-8-92
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Activity Sheet 0

Title:

Date, Hours, and Place:

Objective(s) (based on section A of the narrative):

Activity Leader:
name afflliation

mailing address

city

IDMethods To Be Used:

Budget Details:

Participating Districts:

stipends -

leader's fee -

food -

mileage -

materials -

r-
. 3

state zio

ABE-SS-9-92



PROJECT NAME

FY '92

CONTACT PERSON TELEPHONE

DATE STAFF DEVELOPMENT TRAINING TOPIC
TRAINER

(Name, Affiliation, Position)
LOCATION

Time Scheduled

r
4)



ABE STAFF DEVELOPMENT ATTENDANCE

County Agent/Director Telephone

Staff Development Training Topic Trainer

Date of Activity

Project Name:

Participants

1. 5.

2. 6.

3. 7.

4. 8.

Project Name:

1. 5.

2. 6.

3, 7.

4. 8.

Project Names

1. 5.

2. 6.

3. 7.

4. 8.

NOM This form can be extended and/or adapted to best suit your needs.



County

School District

Director

Date

(Signature)

FISCAL YEAR 1992

TIDAL ADE 353 STAFF DEVELOPMINT REPORT

Project Name

Project Number

Approval Budget

Expended Funds

Unexpended Funds

(1)

Date of
Activity

(2)

Name of Activity

(3)

Name of
Presenter
or Trainer

(4)

Objective Addressed

(5)

Total
Hours in
Session

(6)

Total
Number of
Participants

(7)

Consortium Programs
not Represeeted

(3)

Total Coat
of

Activity

(9)

Activity
Evaluation

(10)

Objective
Completed

Yts N

4 4-
1

Notes; Column L is particularly eddressed to consortia. Indicate hov many consortium prngrams were not represented. Column 9 report evaluation
averages based ,n a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest. You may need to make an interpretation of results reported on the form thatyou used. The results reported in this column will thertfore be considered as a general indicator.



Appendix
Six Questions About Program Planning

The following questions can help determine whether the design phase has been adequately completed. If you
can mark yes for all six questions, you have done a superior job in planning. The activities have an excellent chance
to be successful. If it is necessary to mark uncertain or no for any question, you need to do more work. You may
want to use this list of questions as the criteria in determining if a staff development program is ready
for implementation.

1. Has every teacher had an opportunity to be involved in program planning?
Yes 0 No 0 Uncertain

All teachers in a building or district do not want the same degree of participation. Some
teachers want to have extensive involvement in the planning of the program; these individuals
are good candidates for planning committee participation. A small number generally are not
interested in being involved at all, or only minimally.

The majority of teachers, however, want moderate involvement in the needs assessment data
collection, interpretation, and program planning activities. This could take the form of complet-
ing surveys, participating in interviews, reacting to working objectives and action plans, and
making recommendations. Staff development leaders should provide opportunities for teachers
to choose their level of participation in the planning process. To tell teachers that they will assistli planning and not follow through is a sure way to guarantee resentment and failure.

2. Do thi: individuals delivering the inservice activities model instructional techniques that teachers
can learn from and use in the classroom?

Yes CI No C Uncertain CI
Effective staff development presenters should model successful instructional techniques that

teachers can practice in the classroom. Some staff development leaders will not hire a consultant
or presenter until someone in the district has observed the presentation. In one large urban
district, the planning committee met with potential presenters before contracting for any staff
development services. Most presenters appreciate the opportunity to discuss the type of inser-
vice activity which would be most productive.

Classroom teachers, administrator.i, and supervisors in the district can be excellent as staff
development presenters; they know the particular needs of the district. In some very successful
programs, the staff development activities are led by a team of district personnel and
outside consultants.

3. Are there procedures during the inservice activities to listen to participants' concerns and make
appropriate adjustments?

Yes CI No 0 Uncertain 0
Even excellent plans may need revision during the implementation process. It is important to

incorporate procedures that allow the presenters to recognize teachers'concerns. This allows the
staff development leaders to adjust the program to meet the needs of the individuals.

One standard procedure which works wren for many school districts is to have an evaluation
form completed midway through a set of activities. The data can be quickly summarized and used
for modifications. To make the survey especially effective, many staff development leaders will
ask a small group of participants to discuss the survey results and recommend changes. When
formative evaluation data ere used to adjust or reinforce activities, the participants are pleased.
However, one should be aware of the corollary. If formative evaluation reviews are done and
needs ,ire ignored, the participants can interpret this inaction as not caring.

49
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4. Do all teachers know why they are involved in the staff development activity, and how it deals
with personal needs?

Yes 0 No 0 Uncertain 0
By spending extensive time on a program, staff development leaders usually develop a tho-

rough understanding of the goals of different inservice activities. It is appropriate to carry this
phase of the program through to its logical next stepinforming the participants about goals and
objectives. Under no circumstances should a teacher go to a staff development session, required
or voluntary, withaut knowing the basic goals of the session. Participants' awareness and
readiness create a conducive environment where the exchange of ideas can take place.

5. Do the teachers see the staff development activities as a productive use of their professional time?
Yes 0 No 0 Uncertain 0

Participants should view the activities as worthwhile. Care must be taken to statr the time
limit of the activity, the role of the participants, and the relationship of the activity to basic
classroom instruction. Required attendance or participation in staff development activities is
often govern0 by school districts' master contracts. Adherence to contract guidelines is neces-
sary to maintain teacher association or union support.

Many school districts plan extensive staff development programs in which attendance is
voluntary. Teac:iers who attend these staff development sessions ultimately have control over
their content. That is, if they do not view them as a productive use of their time, they will not
come.

Voluntary attendance at activities also promotes a more positive atmosphere. The participants
who attend want to be there. The chronic complainers generally are absent. Voluntary attend-
ance also encourages adaptability. When staff development attendance is compulsory and con-
tent is predetermined, participants are resistant.

6. Have potential distractions in the environment been minimized?
Yes 0 No 0 Uncertain

Even the world's greatest activities cannot overcome certain distractions. The room, the
location of activities, and the breaks for refreshment are all necessary considerations. Attention
to these details in the planning phase can help to ensure success. Then staff development
activities can be evaluated by the merits of the activities themselves.

f;



Appendix B
A Decision-Making Checklist*

Are the objectives of the staff development program dear?
Are the objectives kept to a minimum?
Are objectives identifiable and specific?
Are the objectives stated in terms of what they seek to accomplish?

2. Who is expected to benefit by the staff development program?
Who will be part of the target population?
What factors about the target population are important to understand?

degree of previous knowledge about the topic
preference of learning mode
individual and group aspirations and expectations
availability at given times

Is the staff development program timely and relevant, and does it consider schedubng or participa-
tion constramts?

What time constraints are there?
When could the program be conducted?
How much time is available?
What is the appropriate time of the day? week? month?

Is the staff development activity the most appropriate one, given the objectives to be achieved and
the audience to be reached?

Are there different types of activities for different levels of staff knowledge about the topic?
Are activities individualized?

- 4.

What alternative activities would more effectively accomplish the objectives?
4! Are they challenging and rewarding to participants?

Do past evaluations from previous programs reveal what was effective?
Are activities varied to postpone fatigue and hold interest?
Do teachers have a participatory role?

6. What media would be most successful, given the target audience and the desired objectives?
Which are the most appropriate?
Which are most unusual or imaginative?

Can additional support for staff development programs be obtained?
Can a consortium be formed?

school districts with common interests
university or college resources
state or federal agencies
professional groups or organizations
private companies

Are there other funding possibilities?
state funds
federal funds
private foundations

Could local agencies provide support?
businesses
banks
hospitals and other social service agencies
community groups or associations
parent-teacher associations



10.

Are the physicial facilities suitable?
Should activities take place in a natural setting or in a location outside school?
Is the facility readily accessible?
Is the facility suited to the kinds of activities involved?
Is the facility comfortable?

Have adequate procedures been developed for evaluating programs or activities?
Whyfor what purpose?
Who could best conduct the evaluation?
What kind of instrument is needed?
How will the results be usPe?
When will evaluations occur?
How will the results be shared?

How will staff members be motivated to actively participate in and benefit from the staff develop-
ment programs offered?

recognition of participants
cash stipends or extrinsic rewards
professional growth units
college credits
certificates
promotion or reclassification
release time

...... improved self-image
improved competencies

'This material was adapted from a report of the Phi Delta Kappa Commission on Professional Renewal (1977),
chaired by James King, University of Akron. Used with the permission of Dr. King.



Table '1.

A CHECKLIST FOR SELECTION CRITERIA

What resources are required and available for the needs assessment?
1. Time involved for both client system and the consultant in the needs assess-

ment efforts
a. in developing the data collection process
b in administering or implementing the process

2. Money needed for the effort:
a. direct costs for processing a computerized Survey
b indirect costs for excusing staff from regular duties for interviews

To what degree will the needs assessment consultant and the client system be involved In
the design and administration of the data collection effort?
What is to be gained by having the Client system share responsibility for data collection:

1. in terms of increased awareneSS?
2. in terms of immediate problem solving simply as a result of surfacing the r us

data?
3 in terms of commitment to take action on basic findings?

How "healthy" is the client system? Are there massive communication blocks that would
preclude using certain collection methods such as group discussion?

For example:
It would be inappropriate to use a method that could produce a mountain of
needs data if there was already a low limit on budget expenditures for a pro-
gram response.

Wne Is to be Involved In the data collection?
What are the reasons certain people were excluded or included"

What does tha client system Intend to do with the assessment?
What are the limits or plans for using the assessment results?

Do tha client-system's decision-makers have a preference for one data collection method
over another?

To what extent doss the client system already K NOW the needs?

How clearly is the need already being articulated?
How much time-lag can there be between collecting the data and taking action?
What types of "needs" are to be uncovered:

1. needs lett by the actual or potential program participant?
2. needs which others (staff, for example) either observe or presume the program

participant has or Should have?

What degree of reliability or validity is needed by the client system to act on the data?
To what extent must program participants agree with or accept the results of the
data collection effort?

How confidential or anonymous are the data to be?

What Is the level of trust between the client system and the consultant In the needs
assessment effort?

How good Is the relationship/
How comfortable is the needs assessment consultant with a particular method?

Training and Development Journal, January 1980 5";
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TABLE 1. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

Beneath each technique the relevant source of data Is identified.
"I" indicates Individual; "0" Indicates organization; and "S" indicates society.
Some strategies are useful for all three sources.

TECHNIQUE ADVANTAGES

1. Advisory Groupe 01
Groups composed of
selected persona who
can invvide rekivant
Input tor Forum
planning.

1. Provides opportunity for input from
representatives of target audience
groups.
Plovkies opportunity for input from
key persons who represent areas
other than target audience; Le..
mass communication, third party
Payer.

3. Provides input for technological
changes, innovation:, and changes
In procedures which impact nurs-
ing practice.

DISADVANTAGES

1. Riquires organization and careful
planning to maximize vaiwe of
input.

2. Time consuming for participants.

1- Analysis of Patient
Charts (0, 5)
Systematic study ot at
least ten charts with a
Selected locus. Car.
died out by the *duce-
ter cit a person with
expertise in the par-
!Scully Clinical area
being focused upon.

1. Identifies type of patients with par-
ticular problems.

2. Identifies number of patients with
a pailicular problem.

3. identifies by commission or omis-
sion clinical and writing strengths
end weaknesses of nurses.

1. Medical records May not be
organized to provide for easy
aCCOSS to date.

2. Patients may have complex prob-
lems Involving need for a Series of
nursing Interventions.

3. Attending Professional
Meetings (I. 5)
Loca l. state, national.
and international meet-
ings related to nursing
anclior allied health
areas.

1. Diverse ideas can be share0.
2. Trends can be discussed.
3. Needs and trends of clinical areas

may be identified.

1. Topics may be comprehensive.
broad, and difficult to analyze tot
needs assessment.

2. It the Meeting is only held for
ducallon OtroCtOrS, the input may
be biased.

3. Spetdalty groups have narrow
range of focus.

4. Analysis of profes-
sional nursing litera-
ture. (5)
Systeme:lc review of
el least the pry Iola
eft months ot pertinent
nursing journals.
advisory committee
members can be
owcrulted to help.

1. Excellent means to identify trends.
2. Basis for using theory to impact

practice.

I. Must analyta and synthesize many
articles to determine possible
trends.

2. Requires time sec thought to corn
pare and contrast views of diverse
asuotnittearas.

soles are outdated by the
time they are printed.

5. Analysis of nonnurieng
literature. (5)
Systematic and/or ran-
dom review of City
leurnela, Le.. Scientific
American, Consumer
Report, Time, iiiews.
week, Psychiatry
Today, etc.

1. Provides for overview of broad
complex sociocultural forces
Impacting nursing.

2 Provides ideas and resources for
applying content developed In
another field to nursing.

1. Sometimes data is diffuse anct con.
tradicting

2. Propaganda is difficult to discuss
in regard to motivational aspect
behind written materials

0. Checklist (1, 0)
Sample questionnaire
whore answers are
checked oft.

Nurse Educator Sepiernbet-October 1975

1. Can be completed Quickly
2. Cen be used with groups Or indi

3. Can be completed at work or et
home.

f"

1. Time to prepare esi.
2. Usually does nOt allow for open-

snood questions

17



TABLE I continued

7. Competency-Based
Model (I, 0, S) .

A who of statements
that identify impacted
performance Or WU.-
for.
Pavia points out that
the series of slate-
molts In a comps*
tencytased model
should describe the
"what" and *acre
characteristics of a
person who is "good"
in a particular area.'
For *sample, a "good"
nurse manager per .
forms a performance
appraisal ("what") by
following all the
"steps" in this
process rhow").
NOTE: Ths slaps
should be clearly
Identified.

1. if competencies are clearly Men-
tilled. Iniiividuals or education
directors Rave clear terminal goals.

2. Clarity of terminal goals provides
basis for determining more than
one means to obtain goal.

3. A competency-based model can be
used for course obiectrves.

4. Learner can participate In need
identification.

1. Requires careful analysis and con-
CluSiOns from diverse data.

2. Requires general knowledge base
for each competency area

3. Need to involve "yawls" in ewer.
mining basic competencies.

8. interacting Group (1,0)
Group formed pri-
marily for the purpose
of problem solving. For
xample, how do we
offer a course this
year in physical
assessment?

1. Provides opportunity for diverse
brainstomung.

2. Allows for wide range of solutions.

1. Some individuals may be inttmi-
dated by group and not share
Individual concerns.

2. Solution may not be easily devel-
Oped into a program.

I. Job Analysis (la 0, S)
Identities M purpose
of Me lob; the MOO,
tasks it involves: the
wore setting; and the
qualifications of the
worker for the lob.
(Often the first step in
developing a "comp,-
tancy-baseir model.)

1. Identities competencies needed to
Perform specific practice tasks
reisted to organized goals.

2. Determines qualifications neces-
sary for position and thus sets
baseline for competency.

1. Requires basic understanding and
skill in performing lob analysis.

2. Time consuming.

10. -Job Descriptions (0, S)
Outlines basic respon-
sibilities of worker.

1. Identifies basic lob shills needed
for a specific Job title.

2. Provides data base to compare and
contrast levels of responsibilities.

1. Many Job descriptions ye too
biased to identify specific learning
needs.

2. Job descriptions may not change
as needed to reflect current role
functions.

11. Minutes of Meeting (0)
A systematic review of
selected meetings (I.e.,
Gustily essurence,
infection contra)

1. Identifies need for specific skill.
2. Provides for assessment of gaps

between education and practice.

1. Minutes may not give sufficient
overview.

2. Minutes May be incomplete.

12. Observation
Random or systemat-
/tally gathered data
related to performance
of certain lobs by the
director V education,
head nurse, peers,
advisory committee
members. etc.

15

1. Provides supporting data to reject
or confirm notions about learning
needs.

2. Identifies sPeCifio needs for various
jobs performance.

3. Oman identifies "unexpected
needs" (I.e.. missing data relevant
to orientation.)

1. TIms consuming.
2. Random observations may be influ.

armed by teenng" reaction.

Nun, Educator I SeplemberOctober 1975



TABLE I continued
1.1.11111F

13. Personal Intemiews
0,13I
brdividual Conferences
WM target reprosen-
tativas.

1. Pmvides opportunity to develop
Interpersonal relationships,

2. Gives picture of current situation.
3. Can be used for formal or informal

date collection.

1. Time Consuming.
2. Some Individuals may have Oats-

Cully Identifying needs.
3. Some individuals may have

Cully articulating needs.

14. Pedlar** Is to
Assessment at the end
0100 program In
which pertlalpants
belt et whet they haw
echitmed, see It their
mark daaalaPed maw
potencies meet the
desined karat ot Dom-
Pfency. end identity
additional learning
needs.

1. As a systematic part of every edu-
cation offering. it provides con.
Sinuous foedback.

2. Learners will be sensitive to dis-
crepancies between what they have
teamed and learning needs that

1. Time consuming for participants to
Complete.

2. II parliciPants did not like course.
frustration may affect validity of
responses.

15. Spontaneous Expres-
SIOn (I)

Soggestionsiunsoli.
cited Ideas horn mem-
berm et the target
groups.

1. Encourages self.diagnosla of learn.
ing needs.

2. Enhances Interpeisonal relatiofl .
ship between education director
end target audience.

1. Requires motivation.
2. Requires aggressiveness.
3. One or two people can speak as ii

May represent fifty nurses, thus
requires validation with the target
group.

18. Supervisor Ratings (0)
Process that asks
sopervison to Identity
educationist needs ot
subordinates. Ind&
viduals can be aro-
leered by not eliciting
apitclfic examples, but
asking tor Me three
manor needs super.
visors perceive in thew
soft

1. Provides tor identification of
specific areas of weakness. PrO
vides data base lo compare and
Contrast unit ratings.

I. Supervisors may be influenced by
personality rather than perfor-
mance.

2. Requires cooperation tram each
supervisor.

3. Need as Identified by Supervisor
may differ markedly from need
ldentthed by staff nurse,

17. Telephone Survey (1)
Quick calls made to
about 10-15 persons
in target groups.

I. Can provide quick response.
2. Relatively inekpunsive.

1. Requires time for introducton IS
rapport nal established.

Z. Generally requires more than one
phone call due to absences and
busy signals.

3. Unprodictebte, in that person doing
surVey can have considerable
OW (Positive or negative) upon
the results.

18. Written Surveys-
mailed or distributed
"in.house" (I)

Tool that sys-
tematically gathers a
large amount of data.
(Swe special section on
written surveys in tliis
article.)

I. Written data from which to lorm
conclusions.

2. Can make comparisons within and
between groups.

3. Provides Opportunity for diverse
input from target audience.

4, Allows target audience an oppor-
tunity to express preferences
about a variety of amas: a) topical
Interests; Is) mode of learning;
c) place of study; 0) cost factors;
ei barrows to learningiattendance
at orlerings; I) lime for study;
gi day of the week

5. Can reach wide ge..igiaprilb
distribution.

I. Can be lime consuming.
2. High direct and indirect cost; ie..

mailing analysis.
3. Must be largely representative of

target audience.
4. Must include at least 10 percent

of target audience.
5. An Opinion expressed On a ques.

tiannaire may nal reflect commit,
trent an part ol the responders! to
Support a particular education
altering.

6. POWrelurn rale pf mailed
questionnaire.

Wawc 1.. et a/. Piano.op. Caneachog and Flonamong nrconot"Off AvItrit Noll& Lsomfiep Confavi& tem p f
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Implementation

It is not enough to be an experienced and dedicated adult educator.
Staff development leaders must also know how to plan and prepare well.

They must know the most recent theory and practice of staff development
delivery and find competent staff developers to assist them in this pro-
cess. Staff development leaders must know what content areas are
needed as well as the most appropriate techniques to teach them. They
must provide feedback and coaching for application and transfer of skills
and strategies to the classroom.

Staff Development Delivery
Staff development is delivered through both preservice and

inservice training. Preservice for adult basic education instructors in-
cludes whatever training received before an instructor begins teaching.
This preservice may be provided by the state or local district or staff
development consortium. Preservice for volunteer instructors may be
either provided by the adult education program or by the local literacy
volunteer programs affiliated with LLA or LVA. Most volunteers trained
by LLA or LVA receive between 12 and 18 hours of preservice training in
reading and writing instruction as well as in using the materials recom-
mended by the local ABE programs.

Pelavin and Associates point out that, "inservice training in adult
education is of greater importance than in elementary and secondary
education because of the lack of formal preservice training opportunities
available for adult education teacherc and volunteer instructors" (p.21). In
Ohio, as elsewhere in the U.S.. ABE programs usually provide inservice
training through workshops sponsored by a local district, a regional
consortium, or by a state-funded project, professional organization, and
attendance at conferences. Inservice for volunteers varies among the ABE
districts and consortia in Ohio. Some provide inservice for volunteers
along with their ABE instructors. Others depend on the LLA councils and
LVA affiliates to do their own inservice programs because of the lack of
funds to support volunteer inservice. ABE programs have also used both
the LLA and LVA training as inservice for their regular ABE insta-uctors
because of the lack of preservice training, especially for adult literacy
learners. ABE programs are increasingly using LVA's training, for ex-
ample, because they recognize that LVA continues to produce up-to-date,
theory-based, field-tested techniques that are appropriate to the ABE
setting.

f; S



Implementation

... "single, 'one-shot'
staff development
experiences are not as
effective as longer-term,
multiple-session
approaches that enable
practitioners to acquire
new concepts and skills,
to practice them, and
receive feedback."

Training Delivery Formats
According to Pelavin and Associates (1991) a majority of adult

education teacher and volunteer instructor training is delivered through
single workshops or conferences. Many utilize multiple formats, how-
ever. In faLt, "newer and potentially promising delivery formats seem to
be emerging, while still other training delivery modes are suggested by
the literature" (p.22).

raditional Delivery Formats
Staff development for ABE in Ohio usually takes the form of

single workshops and single training conferences. These workshops may
consist of a thre hour session and usually focusses on a specific topic,
such as recruitment or motivation, and participants generally do not
receive any follow up training. Leaders of these sessions are often from
the local adult education programs, sometimes consultants are hired for
this purpose.

Conferences are another vehicle for staff development training.
The three-day OACCE Conference is an example of a state- wide confer-
ence which serves as an annual inservice for many ABE instructors.
Pelavin and Associates (1991) have emphasized what we already know in
regard to these traditional formats.

These traditional formats for staff development dehvery persist and predominate
despite the literature ... suggesting that single, "one-shot" staff development
experiences .ire not as effective as longer-term, multiple-session approaches that
enable practitioners to acquire new concepts and skills, to practice them, and
receive feedback (pp.22-23).

Other Traditional Delivery Formats
Other "traditional" formats identified by Pelavin and Associates

include workshop series, training institutes and university coursework.
Such workshop series often involve sequential three- or four-hour twin-
ing sessions with each session building on another. Training institutes
may include full-day sessions over a period of days and may be followed
up by some inservice later in the year. University coursework typically
lasts over a period of weeks or months with academic credit being offered
upon completion.

f).J
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Implementation

Some ways in which
teachers have become
more active in their
professional growth as
instructors include:

sell-directed learning
peer coaching
action research

These formats are different from those previously described in that
they not only offer participants the opportunity to practice what they have
learned but they also receive additional training.

When training goes beyond "one-shot" workshops there is a greater likelihood to
follow-up on what has been taught previously to ensure that knowledge and
skills that have been learned are transferred to the classroom (p.24).

Formats Emerging From the Literature
There are other, more promising formats e._terging from the litera-

ture identified by Pelavin and Associates. Teachers have become "more
creative and assertive" in attempting to meet their own teaching/learning
needs. Some ways in which teachers have become more active in their
professional growth as instructors include self-directed learning, peer
coaching, and action research. According to Pelavin and Associates,
"these offer promising formats for providing training to adult education
teachers and volunteer instructors" (p.24).

One strategy for self-directed learning is offered in this section of
the guide, 'ABE Staff Development: A Self-Study Guide," (1987). Self-
directed learning in the context of staff development for ABE involves the
teacher or volunteer instructor deciding on an area in which training is
needed. 'Such an approach is a rational outcome of the development and
wide acceptance of the use of self- directed learning for adult learners that
has emerged over the past decade or more" (p.25).

Peer coaching is an example of developments made in the 1980s of
"teachers teaching teachers" which also include peer observations and
peer evaluation. Peer coaching allows teachers the opportunity to prac-
tice new skills in a non-threatening environment after multiple demon-
strations during initial training. Thus, peer coaching provides practice in
mastering particular skiP as well as support systems necessary to transfer
new learning to the classroom. Peer coaching should become part of the
follow-up of workshops and training sessions. Peer coaching provides
many benefits.

When a group of four to six teachers observes each other regularly, they not only
give technical feedback to each other, they can receive it vicariously whik
watching others on the team provide it. Among them, they will also produce a

3



Implementation

Department of
Education
Resource Guide
contains Five Major
Components to
Supervised Practice
and Feedback

number of fine practices that constitute further demonstrations and from which
they can obtain ideas for maximizing their use of the model (Joyce and Showers,
1984 in Pelavin and Associates, 1991, p.26).

Whatever the format, the staff development leader must take
responsibility for managing the learning experiences for the ABE/ESL
teachers and volunteer instructors. Various techniques, along with a
rationale to match them to desired behavioral outcomes have been identi-
fied (Knowles, 1980) and are included as an appendix to this section of the
guide. In addition, types of devices which may be used as materials with
the various techniques are identifed.

A resource book developed by the Department of Education (1983)
identified five major components to supervised practice and feedback:

Presentation of theory or description of skill or strategy;
Modeling or demonstration of skills or models of teaching;
Practice in simulated and classroom settings;
Structured and open-ended feedback (provision of informa-
tion about performance);
Coaching for application (hands-on, in-classroom assistance
with the transfer of skills and strategies to the classroom)
(p.47).

It is recognized that coaching can make a major difference in a staff
development inservice program. However, "follow-up strategies need to
be considered before the program is implemented" (p.47).

Action research is the third area identified by Pelavin and Associ-
ates as a staff development training format emerging from the K-12 litera-
ture. This delivery approach focusses on the "teacher as researcher" and
encourages teachers to improve their ability to reflect on their own prac-
tice.

7 1
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implementation

Through action research, teachers identify question that interest them and plan
for and conduct systematic inquiry in their own teaching environments as they
work with their own students. They keep careful records of their observations
from specified periods pertaining to the progress of particular learners using
particular materials, or in response to particular strategies or innovations. The
information and insights gathered through this process are used by teacher-
researchers to improve their own practice and/or to share with others
(pp. 26-27).

In addition, Pelavin Associates have summarized elements associ-
ated with effective staff development in regard to delivery of training
services:

Experienced and dedicated training administrators and staff
Decentralized training services
Systematic follow-up
Evaluation of training services

The need for decentralized training services relate to the compo-
nents of effective inservice training. It is believed that feedback and
coaching could only be accomplished through a local staff development
effort. The evaluation of training services will be discussed in the evalua-
tion section of this glide.

72
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Implementation

Characteristics of a Competent Staff Developer
Previous studies (Ohio Department of Education, 1983) have rec-

ommended the use of local teachers and administrators to conduct ABE
staff development training. "Local talent should always be considered.
Even greater time, attention, and deliberation are required when contract-
ing with presenters from outside the district because they are often un-
known" (p.52). Determining the needs of participants and the staff devel-
opment objectives will help in the selection of a consultant/trainer. It is
further recommended that any criteria established should be supple-
mented by a phone call interview and colleagues' impressions.

The National Adult Basic Education (ABE) Development Consor-
tium (1986) identified competencies for a staff development trainer.

A competent staff developer:
is knowledgeable about the topic
has clear objectives in mind
is well organized
keeps on schedule
explains procedures and gives directions for all activities
adheres to the topic
uses a udio/visual materials skillfully
allows time for questions
provides opportunity for practice
uses active involvement techniques
avoids straight lecture method
maintains balance between group participation and presentation
of information
demonstrates ideas and strategies with classroom examples
demonstrates materials that have immediate use in classroom

A checklist for selecting and assessing consultants developed by the Ohio
Department of Education (1983) is also included in the appendix of this
section of the guide.

6



Implementation

"Staff development

activities are more likely

to be successful when the

participants choose their
involvement and when

training is linked to an

individual professional

development plan."

Principles and Techniques
The National ABE Staff Development Consortium (1986, 1987,

1988) has developed guides which identify principles and techniques
suitable for adult basic education. Of 70 principles identified, 17 were
ranked as "very appropriate for ABE."

These highly ranked general principles stress the importance of a
positive climate for professional development, including both physical
and psychological comfort. Participants are valued for tiwir experience
and professionalism, and activities relate to individuals' conceptual frame-
work.

Staff development activities are more likely tc successful when
the participants choose their involvement and when training is linked to
an individual professional development plan.

While staff development is seen as an on-going process, activities
focus on goals that are meaningful and attainable, given the limitations of
ABE programs.

Evaluation is an integral component of ABE staff development,
providing feedback on effectiveness, employing a variety of techniques,
and influencing future planning and implementation of staff development
activities.

In planning the staff development program, participant and
program needs are assessed. Also, participants must know what will be
expected of them during the activities, what they will be able to do when
the experience is over, and how they will be evaluated. During the train-
ing, new practices are clearly and explicitly presented by credible staff
developers. Then opportunities are provided for colleagues tf- liscuss the
application of practices in their ABE programs.

7



knplementation

"Of the 39

techniques

identified in

these studies.
five were

ranked as "very

appropriate for
ABE."

Top Five Techniques
Of the 39 techniques identified in these studies, five were

ranked as "very appropriate for ABE."

For teaching practices that require complex thinking skills,
more time and practice should be provided.
Nonjudgmental feedback, support and technical assistance

are critical when training staff to practice new approaches.
Training should reinforce the perception of adult educators
as "facilitator" (vs. teachers).
ABE curriculum development, improvement of instruction,
and inservice education should be closely related.
A competent ABE staff de% -Aoper is well organized, knows
and adheres to the topic, facilitates questions, provides
opportunity for practice, demonstrates ideas, strategies, and
materials, and among other things, "walks on water"
(Principles and Techniques, 1987).

One article in particular, "Effective ABE Staff Development: A Self-Study
Guide," (1987), is for ABE teachers and administrators. It is based on the
Principles and Techniques for Effective ABE Staff Development developed
by the National ABE Staff Development Consortium.

The guide contains six general principles which address:

collaborative planning
institutional policy
conditions of training
training processes
individual learner needs
evaluation

The self-study components include a set oi diag/Lostic questions
relating to each principle, a section for planning the application of the
principles, a section for assessing performance, and a page for planning
program improvement activities. This study guide is included in the
appendix of this section of the guide.

8



Implementation

Components of Effective Inservice Training
In terms of effective delivery of staff development for ABE, five

components have been identified and described (Ohio Department of
Education, 1983):

provides rationale and description of the skills or
technique, including potential uses

Model in g enacts the teaching strategy or skill

IMFgives experience with a new skill or strategy

Feed back
offers a system for observing teaching behavior
and provides the opportunity to reflect on teaching

Coitching supplies support, technical assistance, and
commitment to the teacher

These components are further described in the appendix for this section of
the Guide. For each component, descriptions of how to accomplish each,
their benefits as well e additional comments are supplied

7i;
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Implementation

Content of Staff Development inservice
Although staff development for ABE may include a wide variety

of content areas, overall categories of emphases have included both sub-
ject matter content and pedagogical content.

Pelavin Associates have summarized elements associated with
effective staff development in regard to content of training Services:

Training in response to teachers' and volunteer instructors' needs
Incorporation of up-to-date information within training
Practice-oriented, learner-centered instructional approach
Active involvement of teachers and volunteer instructors in
training
Training on appropriate content areas

7 7
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Content Areas Suggested by the Research Literature

( Subject Matter Content

Reading ants writing literacy learning environments;
engaging reading and writing in the learners' own terms
Mathematics real life applications
Second language acquisition (for ESL)
Higher order thinking skills

Cpedagogical Conter:t)

Knowledge of adult learners
Diagnosis of learner needs with learning
Identification and teaching of adults with learning disabili

ties
Cultural awareness
Establishing a positive learning environment
Providing opportunties for success
Providing an awareness of progress and achievement
Appropriate patterns of learner-teacher interaction
All of the various approaches for second language teaching

(Pelavr. Associates, 1991)

Continuing Education Units
An application for renewal of your organization's continuing edu-

cation provider status for fiscal year 1992 is included as an appendix for
this section of the Guide. Upon notification of application approval, your
organization will have authority to issue Ohio Department of Education
continuing education unites for fiscal year 1992.

1 1
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Appendix B: Componen(s of
Effective Inservice Training

WHAT IT DOI'S 110W TO 1)1) 11 WHAT (;001) IS lit COMMENTS

TIIEORY
Provides rationale and
desalpilan of the skill or
leclmhpie, ludiuling
potenthil uses.

MODELING
Oft
1EMONS1 RATION

Enacts the teaching
strategy or skill.

Readings, leditres,
MOS, discussions.

Rakes awareness; in-
CROWS conceptual
control of a subject.

When used alone, them ;
tardy results in skill
acquisition or transfer
of skills Into the class-
mom.

Live demonstration with
adults; film',

televiskm, or other
media.

Ilas considerable tiled
on awareness; some
effect oft knowledge;
increases mastery of
theory.

Modeling alone is un-
likely to result in the
acquisition Of tsansfer of
ski2s unless accompan-
ied by other com-
f,311101111s,

PRACCICE (;ives expesknee with a
new skill or strategy-

Simulation of Ihe event
with peers Or small
groups

Once awareness and
knowledge have been
achieved, practice :s an
effedive way of acquir-
ing skills and strategies.

Practke Is an extremely
effective way to develop
competence in a wide
variety of classroom
techniques.

FEEIIRACK
Offers a system for
observing teaching
behavior and provides
the opporhinily to relk
on leaching.

CMCIIING

79

Supplies slip-,ort, techni-
cal assistance, aml

1

commitment to the
tendon%

Can be self -

ailinhOstered; provided
by pcers, observers,
coaelses, on a mid:1r
or occasional basis.

Ilse Mho leachers,
soper visors, professors,
cunsieninni consultants
as coaches.

Results in greater aware-
ness or one's teaching
behavior and knowledge
about atiemailves.

I helps teachers to analyze
content and approach
and snake plans to help
stnilrnis

Changes in behavior will
persist as long as feed-
back centimes; then
behaviors al:Amity
return to the original
point.

IThis element Is especially
necessary la the masiery
of new approaches Or b
skills; II encourages



TECHNIQUES FOR HELPING ADULTS LEARN
(taken from Malcolm Knowles, The Modern Practice of Adult Education. pp 239-240)

l) Presentation Techniques
1-lecture
-debate
-dialogie
-interview

-panel
-group interview

-demonstration
-colloquy
-audiocassette
-programmed instruction
-multimedia packages
-motion picture

2) Audience-participation Techniques (large meeting)
-question-and-answer period -reaction panel
-forum -buzz groups
-listening teams

3) Discussion Techniques

-guided discussion
-book-based discussiml

-slides
-dramatization
- recording, radio
-exhibits
- trips

-reading

- audience role playing
-expanding panel

-group-centered discussion -case discussion
-problem-solving discussion -Socratic discussion

4) Simulation Techniques
-role playing -in-basket exercises
-critical-incident process -games
-case method

5) T-Group (Sensitivity Training)

6) Nonverbal exercises

7) .Eiillzpacti:e Exercises, Drill, Coaching

-action maze
.10articipative cases

"The ability to select the most effective techniques for a given purpose is
probably best developed through well-evaluated experience, but two simple guidelines
may help. The first guideline is to match the technique to the objective. Certain
techniques are more effective in helping to bring about certain types of behavioral
change than others. For example, a lecture may be an effective technique for
increasing knowledge, but it has little impact on attitude. An attenpt to indicate
the most effective techniques for accomplishing particular types of behavioral
changes is portrayed in Exhibit 31. The second guideline is the principle of
participation: Given a choice between two techniques, choose the one involving
the students in the most active participation



(Exhibit 31 in M. Knowles, The Modern Practice of Adult Education. po. 240)

:Iyioe of Behavioral Outcome

1. Knowledge (Gdneralization about
experience; internalization of
information)

2. Understanding (Application
of information and generalizations)

3. Skills (Incorporation of new
ways of performing through practice)

4. Attitudes (Adoption of new
feelings through experiencing
greater success with them than
with old)

S. Values (The adoption and
prioray arrangement of beliefs)

6. Xntezests (Satisfying exposure
to new activitles)

_-
Most Appropriate Techniques

Lecture, television, debate, dialog, interview,
symposium, panel, group interview, colloquy,
motion picture, slide film, recording,
book-based discussion, reading

Audience participation, demonstration, motion
picture, dramatization, Socratic discussion,
problem-solving discussion, case discussion,
critical incident process, case method,
games

Role playing, in-basket exercises, games,
action mazes, participative cases, T-Group,
nonvetbal exercises, skill practice
exercises, drill, coaching

Experience-sharing discussion, group-centered
discussion, rolc, playing, critical incident
process, case method, games, participative
cases, T-Group, nonverbal exercises

Television, lecture (sermon), debate, dialog,
symposium, colloquy, motion picture,
dramatizawan, guided discussion, experience-
sharing discussion, role playing, critical
incident process, genes, T-Group

Television, demonstration, motion picture,
slide film, dramatization, experience-sharing
discussion, exhibits, trips, nonverbal
excrz,ses



THE*CONE OF EXPERIENCE'4

Abstract

Scale of
Sensory Experience

Concrete

c.7,3

Verbol
Syrnbols

110 blt 32 .

Types of Materials

Books, pamphlets, reprints, teaching
machine programs, programmed texts,

homemade materials.

',hind symbol°

Flat maps, chalkboards, sketches,
cartoons, diagrams, charts, graphs.

Photographs, illustrations,
filmstrips, slides, recordings.

Films, discussion guides.

lesordings Om"
Still Postures

°.., ....................

Television

Inhibits

Pied Trips

Deniaastretions

Dramatised fiporienses

Contrived lisperiensos

Divetto Proposal's; liporielefell

Program guides, video tapes,
discussion guides.

Disp!ays, bulletin boards, posters.
AWM=inMENE111111111

Itineraries, observation guides.

Apparatus, raw materials,
chalkboard.

Plays, scripts, puppetry.

Models, mock-ups, objects,
specimens.

Work sheets, observation
guides, manuals.

S



Staff Development Content Areas

General Basic Education for Adults
Program Administration
Counseling
Teaching English as a Second Language
Teaching Reading
Teaching Writing
Teaching in a Credential Program (GED)
Teaching Math
Others.

Examples of specific topics might include:
Adult Learning Styles/Teaching Strategies (General)
Teaching Critical Thinking/Creative Thinking (General)
Developing a Curriculum (General)
Integrating Reading and Writing (Writing)
Proposal Writing (Administration)
Working with Students Who Are Having Trouble Learning
(General)
Linkinz Basic Education with Vocational Training and Higher
Education (General)
Student Motivation and Retention (Counseling)
Cross-Cultural Aspects of Counseling (Counseling)
Managing a Volunteer Program (Administration)
Program Evaluation (Administration)
Improving Your Skills in Small Group Instruction (General)
Diagnosis and Assessment of Students (General)
"Teaching crom Strengths"/Cultural-Based Uses of Language
(General)
Computer Assisted Instruction/Computer Managed Instruction
(General)
Teaching Study Skills (General)
The New 1988 GED (Credential)
Introduction to Counseling ABE/ESL/Vocational Students

(General)
Staff Supervision and Evaluation (Administration)



Staff development training manuals might also
include information on the following:

Survival Skills for Instructors
Time Management
Stress Management
Interpersonal Relations

AfeCydes
Career Development
Professional Development
Professional Organizations

Intake and Counseling
Intake
Counseling
Career/Life Planning
Facilitating Personal Development of Student

Assessment
Placement
Evaluation
Prediction
Vocational
Special Populations (LD, ESL)
Test Taking

Learning Styles
Cognitive Styles
Affective Style
Physiological Style
Application of Learning Style Theory

Curriculum Integration
Academic
Vocational
Social and Daily Living Skills
Personal Skills (IEPs)



Techniques in ABE
Getting Started
Going On
Keeping Ahead
Holding On
Finishing Off
Reaching Out

Selected Populations
Displaced Homemakers
Handicapped Adults
Learning Disabled (LD)
Non-English Speaking Adults
Older Adults

Record Keeping
Quarterly Attendance Report
Adult Basic Education Roll
Adult Education Annual Program Report
Profile Sheet
Personal Data Sheet
Sample Evaluation Sheets
Attendance Report
Volunteer Activity Reports
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

Administrative Code Section 3301-22-01 provides for "Ohio Department
of Education Approved Continuing Education Units" effective January
1. 1985. revised October I. 1986. Professional associations and organiza-
tions. colleges and universities, and other institutions and school dis-
tricts must be approved by the Ohio Department of Education. Division
of Inservice Education, to provide "Ohio Department of Education
Approved Continuing Education Units." Eligibility may be established
by following the guidelines set forth in this document. Questions regard-
ing "Ohio Department of Education Approved Continuing Education
Units" should be directed to the Ohio Department of Education, Divi-
sion of Inservice Education, Room 611, 65 South Front Street, Colum-
bus, OH 43266-0308; telephone 6141466-2979.

Ohio Department of Education approved continuing education units are
a means of documenting inservice education programs and activities.
They may be used for the attainment of goals that are connected with
personal and professional development. They may also be used to renew
certain certificates or licenses issued by the Ohio Department of
Education.

Providing Ohio Department of Education approved continuing educa-
tion units can be an effective way for professional associations and orga-
nizations, colleges and universities, and other institutions and school
districts to broaden their leadership capabilities. Continuing education
units should not, however, be regarded as a reward for participating in
activities which maintain or advance the affairs of the provider.

All programs offered for continuing education units are to be designed
to meet the educational needs of the intended audience; have clear goals
and learning outcomes; employ appropriate content, methods, and deliv-
ery systems; and have effective learning assessment procedures.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

a In the development of Administrative Code Section 3301-22-01 and these
guidelines, contributions were made by the Council of the Continuing
Education Unit through its publications entitled, The Continuation Unit:
Criteria and Guidelines. and Principles of Good Practice in C9ntinuing
Education. It is recommended that districts and institutions st.idy the
latter publication prior to developing programs for Ohio Departoent of
Education approved continuing education units. It may be obtained by
writing to the Council on the Continuing Education Unit, 13000 Old
Columbia Pike, Silver Springs. MD 20904. 3011384-6771.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILING NECESSARY FORMS AS PROVIDER OF OMO
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION APPROVED CONTLNUING EDUCATION UNITS

Application

Information provided on the application will help the Onio Department
of Education to determine if the criteria set forth in Aiministrative
Code Section 3301-22-01 are being met (see Rule for Ohio Department of
Education CEUs). When completing the application, please observe that
agencies must establish evidence that they are experienced providers of
inservice education, and that they can potentially serve any of the
groups eligible to reimv their certificates or licenses with the Ohio
Department of Education.

Upon notification of application approval, the provider will have author-
ity to issue Ohio Department of Education approved continuing educa-

.tion units. Applications must be suemitted annually on a fiscal year
basis. The Ohio Department of Education will assign a provider identifi-
cation number to be used to facilitate communication between the pro-
vider and the Ohio Department of Education. Previously approved Ohio
Department.of Education providers should complete Parts I and 11 only.
First time applicants should complete the entire application form.

Prospectus

Upon notice of application approval, a prospectus may be prepared. One
completed copy of the prospectus. with stapled attachments, must be
received by the Ohio Department of Education, Division of Inservice
Education, a minimum of two weeks prior to implenwntation of each pro-
gram. Program numbers will be assigned by the Olio Department of
Education. A letter of acknowledgment will be sent and will convey
approval and an assigned program number.

Only one amount of CEUs may be offered for program attendance. Pro-
grams repeated on different dates to different participants require a sep-
arate prospectus and participant evaluation summary report form.

The prospectus represents a brief summary of the topic(s) tO be
addressed by the program. This topic should reflect one of the findings
of a needs assessment and should be carefully designed and sequenced
to promote skills and knowledge necessary to meet the program goals or
outcomes. Speakers should be selected on the basis of their expertise in
the specific, identified topic or component area.

The agenda. required in Part III, should identify each program compo-
nent and include specific time frames for each component to substanti-.
ate the amount of CEUs offered for program attendance. All
components within the program should have a direct relationship to the
anticipated learning outcomes and be reflected in the program evalua-
tion. The number of contact hours should represent engaged training
time within the provider-directed program. Registration, breaks, and
meal functions do not constitute engaged training time. The minimum
contact hours per program for whkh CEUs may be offered is four (4) for
.4 CEUs (four-tenths of one continuing education unit).

3
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In the event that a program is canceled or no CEL:s are awarded. indi-
cate "CANCELED" or -NO CEUs AWARDED" on the prospectus
form and submit to the Ohio Department of Education. Division of
Inservice Education.

The following checklist itemizes the elements which must be contained in the promotional material and agenda.
It is designed to serve program planners and to assure inclusion of the necessary elements.

Promotional Material Content Checklist

Name and address of provider

DStatement: "An Ohio Department of Education Approved CEU Provider"

Name and contact information of the program contact person

El Title of program

Date(s) of program

0 Content of program

ElIntended learning outcomes

Recommend d audience

ElProgram agenLia including date(s) and speciiic time frames

ElCost to participuts. if applicable
p Number of CEUs earaed by completing the program

ElRequirement(s) for satisfactory complet;zn nf the program

[7-] Name(s) of presenter(s)

Qualification(s) of the presenter(s)

Agenda Content Checklist

1:2 Name and ad.iress of provider

Statement: "An Ohio Department of Education Approved CEU Provider"

0 Title of program
Date(s) of program

Content of program

Intended learning outcomes

ElAgenda of the program wizh specific beginning and ending time frames
for each component

ElNumber of CEUs earned by completing the program

Requirement(s) for satisfactory completion of the program

Name(s) of presenterio

4 ( fs.



REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

FEE SYSTEM

Two processes. Address Sheets and Electronic Transfer, are available to
providers to report attendance and identify participants of an approved
program. Providers may use computerized Address Sheets in shich pro-
gram participants complete at the conclusion of a program by "bubbling
in" their full name, address, and social security number. One computer-
generated Scan Sheet identifying the name of provider, provider identifi-
cation number, program number, and program title will be sent with the
number of address sheets requested to the provider upon approval of a
prcspectus (Appendix A).

Providers opting to use Electronic 'fransfer must use the procedures out-
lined in Appendix B. The process for reporting program participants
must be identified on the Prospectus.

Information supplied by the provider via Address Sheets or Electronic
Transfer will be placed in the individual's CEU file. Accurate reporting
by the provider of participant's involvement in an approved program is
;. he min'mure expectation.

A copy of the Participant Evaluation Summary Renon (page 11) form
must be ser . ky the provider with the Address Shats or Electronic
Transfer. The evaluation items should be the major learning outcomes
identified on the prospectus.

The Address Sheets with accompanying Scan Sheet or Electronic Trans-
fer and the Participant Evaluation Summary Report form are Ode on a
program by program basis within 30 days following program completion.

Address Sheets will be mailed to providers as requested on the Prospec-
tus. The fee per Address Sheet is 5.07. The processing fee for Address
Sheets or Electronic Transfer is $1.00 per individual record processed or
a minimum fee of $25.00 (whichever is greater). Programs with less than
25 participants will automatically incur the $25.00 processing charge.
Programs in which 26 or more participants are in attendance will be
charged on a per participant basis.

The provider will be billed for charges which accrue In" a given pro-
gram(s) approximately 30 days after the program report is submitted to
the Division of Inservice Education. This charge will include the
number of Address Sheets requested at the rate of 5.07 and $1.00 per
Address Sheet or Electronic lisnsfer processed or the $25.00 minimum.



MANAGEMENT OF RECORDS

CERTIFICATE

The Ohio Department of Education will assume responsibility for record keep-
ing. Each provider will receive a monthly report indicating the programts)
reported during a monthly billing period with a listing of progran participants.
Providers will also receive a yearly report on or about August 1, detailing all
programs offered during the previous fiscal year. Records received from the
Ohio Department of Education must be maintained for a period of ten years.

Upon completion of program reporting requirements by the provider, each pro-
gram participant will receive a Certificate of Ohio Department ofEducation
Approved Continuing Education Units. The certificate will be mailed directly
from the Ohio Department of Education to each participant at the address indi-
oated on the Address Sheet or Electronic Transfer file. The certificate will
include the title of the program. the date of the program, program number, the
name of provider, and the number of CEUs awarded (Appendix C).

ON-SITE EVALUATION

The Ohio Department of Education has a commitment to the provision of qual-
ity CEU programs which result in improved teaching and learning through staff
development. On-site evaluations of CEU programs provide a means of assess-
ing individual programs as well as for evaluating the functioning of the pro-
vider's educational agency as a whole.

NOTE: Annual renewal of provider status is contingent upon compliance with
the provisions set forth in these guidelines.

SUMMARY OF PROCESS FOR PROVIDERS OF OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDLCATION
CONTINUING EDUCATION UNITS

Step One: Provider submits application to the Ohio Department of Education. DiviFion of Inser-
vice Education, for approval.

Step Two: Provider prepares and submits Prospectus, i;icluding promotional material and
agenda, a minimum of two weeks prior to implementation of program.

Step Three: Provider offers program.
Provider records participant's attendance.
Participants are provided with means to evaluate the program.
Provider evaluates program.

Step Four: Provider submits participant information via Electronic Transfer or Address Sheets
within 30 days following the completion of the program.
Provider prepares anti submits Participant Evaluation Summary Report.

4110 Step Five: tarticiparns are mailed certificate.
Provider receives participant report.
Provider receives invoice for CEU programs offered.



APPLICATION
FOR PROVIDERS OF OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

APPROVED CONTINUING EDUCATION UNITS
Ohio Department of Education

Division of Teacher Education &
Certification - CEU

65 S. Front St., Room 1012
Columbus, OH 43266-0308L

FORM MUST
BE TYPED

uoheate aodit:onal
copies for future use!

Agencies making application for the first time must complete Parts I through 111. Agencies which have been
approved by the Ohio Department of Education in the past need to complete Parts I and 11 only.

PART I. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION

A. / /
Applicant Agency Count y Federal Tax ID No

13 / / /
Mathng Address

C.

D.

Cit y State

I( )
Zip

Contact Person Position Telephone

For which fiscal year is this application intended?

PART II. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE

Upon approval of this application, I assure the Ohio Department of Education, Division of lnservice
Education, that the agency of which 1 am executive officer win comply with the provisions of Admin-
istrative Code Section 3301-22-01.

Chief Executive Officer. Applicant Agency Date

OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION USE ONLY

Approved. CEL1 Mministrator. Ohio Department of Education. Division of Inservice Ed.icalson

Approval Period to June 30.

Ohio Department of Education Approved Continuing Education Unit Provider ID Number

--over



PART III. ELIGIBILITY JUSTIFICATION

A. Describe how the training of educational personnel relates to the applicant agency's m ssion orpurpose.

B. Number of years agency has been providing staff development

C. Identify the group(s) wh;:h wi/i be trained and are eligible for certificate or license renewal throughthe Ohio Department Education.

D. Document previous experience as a provider of inservice education. List not more than three training
events including titles, dates, and number of participants. Please include three references.

I. Previous Experience

2. References (Name, Agency, Address, Phone)

97



PROSPECTUS
OF A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

APPROVED CONTINUING EDUCATION UNITSFORM MUST
3E TYPED
Duplicate additional
copies for future use!wm,

Ohio Department of Education
Di'rision of Teacher Education and Certification
65 South Front Street, Room 1012
Columbus, OH 43266-0308

PART I. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION(Prospectus must be filled outcompletely)

B.

C.

D.

Provider Identification No.

Provider Agency Name

Mailing Address City State

)

Zip

Comact Perwit
Position Telephone

PART II. PROGRAM INFORMATION

A.
Program Title

B.
No. o( Contact Hrs.. No. of CEUs Program Site

Datets)

C. Please check (i00) the process which will be used to report the names, addresses, and social sem it ynumbers of persons who meet the attendance requirements for this program.

Electronic Transfer

D. List topic(s) or theme(s) to be addressed:

__Address Sheets- No. Needed

E. List major intended learning outcomes:

F. Identify instructional techniques or strategies that will be used to obtain the intended learning
outcomes:

over
9



G. Identifl, the assessment techniques or strategies that will he used to determine the achie%,ement of
the intended learning outcomes:

H. Program Description (Check one)
Adult Development
Assessment

3. Business Management
4. _ Career Education
5. _ Classroom Management
6. Communication Skills
7. Computers.
8. Cooperative Learning
9. Counseling

10. Curriculum
I I. Economics
12. Effective Schools
13. Effective Teaching
14. Equity Issues
15. Food Service
16. Gifted Education
17. Health Services

IR.
19.

20.

21
22. _
23.
24. _
25.-
27. -
28. _
29
30. _
31. _
32 wM/*
33.
34. _

Home Economics
Industrial Technology
Interpersonal Relations
Intervention
Kindergarten
Labor Relations
Learning Styles
Legal Issues
Library/Media
Management Skills
Mathematics
Mentor Training
Motivation
Non-English Speaking Students
Office Administration
Oral and Written Communication
Peer Coaching

35. _ Personnel
36.- Problem Solving
37. _ Public Relations
38. _ Real Estate
39. _ School Finance
40._ School Law
41 . School Reform
42. _ Science
43. _ Social Studies
44. _ Special Education
45. _ Supervision of Instruction
46. _ Teaching of Reading
47.- Thinking Skills
48. __Trade and Industrial Ed.
49. _ Transportation
50. _ Vocational Education
51 _Other

I. List major program presenters' names and qualifications. Staple continuation page, if necessary.

1

3

4

5

PART III. PLEASE STAPLE COPY OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL AND TENTATIVE AGENDA FOR
THIS PROGRAM TO THIS FORM.

NOTE: Only prospectus that fully meets the requirements stated in the guidelines will be considered for CEU
credit.

e

0 t"



PARTICIPANT EVALUATION SUMMARY REPORT
FOR PROVIDERS OF OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

APPROVED CONTINUING EDUCATION UNITS
Ohio Department of Education
Division of Teacher Education and Certification
65 South Front Street, Room 1012
Columbus, OH 43266-0308

PART I. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION

PART II. PROGRAM INFORMATION

B.

Program Title

No. or Contact Hrs. Dates; No. of CEUs
Program Site

1. PART III. DESCRIBE BELOW OR STAPLE A SUMMARY OF PARTICIPANTS' EVALUATIONS OF THEPROGRAM TO THIS FORM.

fib(Enclose completed Address Sheets with accompanying Scan Sheet if applicable.)
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APPENDIX B

CONTINUING EDUCATION UNITS

PROCEDURES
FOR

ELECTRONIC TRANSFER
A. File Layout

POSITION DESCRIMON SIZE PICTURI01-11 PROVIDER NUMBER
11 x (1112-14 *DEPARTMENT CODE 3 9 1315-17 PROGRAM NUMBER 3 9 (318-26 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERAPPLICANT 9 9 (927-42 LAST NAMEAPPLICANT 16 x (1643-54 FIRST NAMEAPPLICANT 12 x (1255 MIDDLE 1NITIALAPPLICANT

1 x (156-85 STREET ADDRESS (1) 30 x (30'86-115 STREET ADDRESS (2) 30 x (30)116-131 CITY
16 x (16)132-133 STATE
2 x (2)134-142 ZIP CODE 9 9 (9)143-175 FILLER

31 x (31)
*DEPARTMENT CODE;
Certain Ohio Department of Education Approved Provider Agencies have been assigned a three digitDepartment Code. (The provider numbers of these agencies consist of a total of 14 digits and appear onthe approved application. The last three digits represent the Department Code.) All other providers mustenter 000 in positions 12-14.

B. Tape/Diskette Requirements
1. General

A. Include a dump of the first five records.
B. Include two copies of the file for each CEU program.
C. Include a log file of tape creation procedures.
D. Attach to the outside of each tape/diskette. a label which contains the agency name, currentprovider and program number, all tape/diskette specifications, and DOS version number if adiskette is used.

2. Magnetic Tape
VAX systems All other systems
A. BACKUP Format A. EBCDIC
B. 9-track B. 9-track
C. Density 1600 or 6250 BPI C. Density 1600 or 6250 BPI
D. Labeled (Indicate name) D. Unlabeled

E. 1 or 10 records per block (please specify)
3. Diskette

A. Use DOS Version 3.3 or lower
B. Disk must be 51/4, double-density and IBM Compatible
C. Disks may be singleor double-sided

C. OECN Microwave Network
Use the standard procedure for file transfer. Contact Class "A- Site system Manager for details.

over-
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APPENDIX B
(continued)

MAGNETIC TAPES. DISKETTES. AND
QUESTIONS MUST BE DIRECTED TO

Ohio Department of Education
Division of Computer Services

Program Management. Section

IN E. Engler Street
Columbus. OH 43266-0552
614/466-7001

jotooloolooniwthwim!

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION SUMMARY
REPORT MUST BE SENT TO

CEU Program
Ohio Department of Education

Division of Inservice Education

65 South Front StreetRm. 611
Columbus. OH 43266-0308
614/466-2979

APPENDIX C

Certificath uf
Continuing Puratban Pnits

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT

Has participated in an approved program entitled

Provided By:

on and has earned Ohio Department of Education
approved Continuing Education Units.

Panicipant's Social Security No.

li,"Iiil1:1:105.11)1040ther.iarifi

9019935

Data

Identification No.

;tip r i;j gam othltimiliiihtr;loctii tat lireli1IQH,n0i1Ci!!
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Evaluation

'There are two
important reasons to
evaluate staff develop-
ment programs:
accountability and
improvement for future
planning."

Staff development leaders need to recognize that evaluation is the
most neglected aspect of staff development even though it should be an
integral part of the program. Methods available to the staff development
leader should be part of an on-going, systematic process. Multiple evalua-
tion measures provide the means for assessing improvement of the par-
ticipants. The staff development leader must decide on the investment of
time and resources devoted to evaluation in terms of the anticipated
results and benefits.

Rationale and Purpose for Evaluation
Evaluation is a broad concept. However, it is a value- judgmental

one. It can be a process of examination and judgment relative to stan-
dards of value in order to make decisions. It can also identify discrepan-
cies between where one is now and where one would like to be. In any
event, evaluation should be responsive to the needs and goals of a pro-
gram and its participants. It should encompass diverse activities and be
designed to fit specific users and situations.

There are two important reasons to evaluate staff development
programs: accountability and improvement for future planning. Evalua-
tion for accountability documents to an external audience the program
was justifiable, that the human and financial resources expended on the
program were worthwhile. Since staff development programs are con-
ducted in order to bring about change or improvement in the staff, assess-
ing the outcomes of the program's activities will reveal data that support
justification and accountability. Data collected during, immediately after
and through extended follow-up can document the desired change and
answer the question, Did the program accomplish its intended goals and
objectives?

Improvement and change, the basic tenants behind evaluation, is a
second reason for evaluating staff development programs. Improvement
and change are not only considered for future programs, but also for an
on-going program. It is necessary to distinguish between formative and
summative evaluation, as data collection will vary for each tvpe.

1



Evaluation

*

o

Formative evaluation assesses effectiveness while the program is under-
way, allowing for the reinforcement of positive results, correction of
problems and emerging needs to be addressed. Summative evaluation,
occurring at the conclusion of the program, supplies evidence of overall
program effectiveness and allows for judgements and comparisons to be
made for use in future planning.

l I 7
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Evaluation

Planning an Evaluation
There is no one best way to do evaluation. Since evaluation is tr.,er

and situation specific, it is important to know in ac:vance thc. areas that
will need to be addressed. To ensure effective use of data collected during
an evaluation, the evaluator must identify aspects and areas that will
guide the plan.

An evaluator should identify:
- the purpose of the evaluation
- the audiences to be served
- critical issues to be addressed
- evidence to be gathered
- techniques to be used in gathering and analyzing the evi-

dence
- possible reporting techniques(Grotelueschen, 1976)

Using these criteria as guidelines during planning will help assure a more
comprehensive evaluation process.

Regardless of the form of the continuing professional education
effort (staff development), the administrator faces the problem of ascer-
taining how well that effort is accomplishing its goal and whether activi-
ties that are engaged in are worthwhile. Some general questions can be
raised, questions with relevance regardless of the specific kind of continu-
ing professional education activity being evaluated (Grotelueschen, 1976).

Have staff development needs been adequately assessed?
Have reasonable priorities been established among those needs?
Has a program been planned which logically meets the identified needs?
Given these needs and these characteristics of the participants (teachers,
support personnel or administrators), does it logically follow that this
plan would deal effectively with these needs'
How were the continuing 7rofessional education activities actually
conducted and what have been their effects?
What actually happened when the plan was put into operation?
Did the activities in fact deal with the needs that had been identified?
Hnw did people respond?
D'd participants learn what they were supposed to learn?
What departures from the plan occurred? 3

liS
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Evaluation Models: Principles and Techniques
The implementation of an evaluation strategy for program

improvement in adult basic education has been outlined by Willing
(1989). According to Willing, once a commitment to an effective
program evaluation has been made on the part of the institution's
administrative and teaching staff, the following steps should be
taken.

1. A steering committee should be established to revig.w the
evaivation document. The one include in Willing's article
might be used as a starting point or the committee might use
one developed by the Department of Education's project for
the Peer Review Teams, or the committee might create their
own tool.

2. A schedule for the process should be established.
3. All those who will be invited to provide input should be

identified. It is highly recommended that all full and part-
time staff, professional and classified, be invited to partici-
pate.

4. The instrument should be delivered to all participating,
along with an accompanying cover letter which outlines the
purpose, steps, and planned outcomes from the process. A
deadline for return should be set out.

5. A process for follow-up to insure receipt of return should be
implemented.

6. A person or persons should be selected to compile the data.
They should be responsible for the creation of a summary
report of the results.

7 The results should be shared with all those who responded.
8. A meeting of all those who participated in completion of the

evaluation tool should be called to d'Ascuss the finding of the
process. If this is impossible due to size or distance, a repre-
sentative cross-section should be called together. A discus-
sion of the trends that emerged should be conducted.

9. Finally, the group should identify those issues which have
emerged as most in need of attention for program improve
ment (Willing, 1989, p.5).

4
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Designing Staff Development Evaluation
Evaluating staff development programs generally attend to three

areas of concern: (1) assessing participant expectation and thEir match
with the programs' intent; (2) evaluating the procedures of the program;
and (3) assessing the outcomes of the program (Grotelueschen, 1976). A
program evaluation can focus on any or all of these three areas.

Evaluating Participant Expectation

Participants bring certain expectations to the staff development
program. They have predetermined goals to achieve and particular ideas
on what they hope to learn as a result of their participation in the activi-
ties. At the same time, the program developers also have certain expecta-
tions about the program and the intended results that it is expected to
produce. The developers also hold certain assumptions about the partici-
pants. It is important that these separate expectations be congruent in
order to ensure maximum benefit of the program. The most logical, and
least disruptive, time to match participant expectation with program
intent is during the staff development planning stage when needs are
being assessed. This allows time for adequate changes to be made that
will reflect participant expectations. An appendix in this section of the
guide presents a sample open-ended questionnaire that may be alterei to
fit the specific need of a program.

Matching expectations with intent can also be done at the opening
of a program. Doing it at this time assumes that the program director has
the capability of changing the activities as they proceed. This is formative
evaluation: assessing effectiveness while the program is underway. An
appendix in this section of the guide presents a sample of a short
opinionnaire asking participants to comment on their expectations of and
reasons for attending the staff development program.
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Contributing to summative evaluation data, it is necessary to ask
participants to comment on their experience immediately after the
completion of the program. Requesting this information at the end of the
activities requires the participant to reflect on the realization of their goals.
An appendix in this section of the guide presents a sample opinionnaire
asking participants to assess the extent that the activity met their expecta-
tions.

In the attempt to meet the expectations of participants, the program
developer not only maximizes the beneficial outcomes of the program, but
develops a sense for participant ownership. Through the collaborative
effort of requesting the participant's opinions, it is being made obvious
that their judgements are valued and thei: input is expected. This partici-
patory evaluation enables the participant to see the value of evaluation.

Evaluating Methods and Techniques

A second area of concern often attended to in staff development
evaluation is evaluating the methods and techniques used in the delivery
of the program. As an on-going process to collect evaluation data, evalu-
ating methods and techniques will produce valuable insight for account-
ability and future planning. Factors affecting evaluation of methods and
techniques concern their relevancy to the program goals and objectives
and the scope and sequence of the program (Grotelueschen, 1976).

Methods and techniques must be related to the goals of the staff
development program. For example, if the goal of tl-- program concerns
alternative forms of learner assessment, then a delivery method and
learning technique, such as a workshop and demonstration, would be
appropriate. They must match in order to achieve maximum benefit of
the program.

Hi
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Some appropriate group methods for staff development programs
are: discussion, lecture, short course, workshop, conference, seminar,
study group and problem solving sessions. Some appropriate techniques
may include brainstorming, role playing, skit, demonstration and simula-
tion. An appendix which matches appropriate methods, techniques and
devices with various learning goals is included in the section on imple-
mentation of this guide.

Scope and sequence is another important factor affecting evalua-
fion. The scope of the program's activities must include enough content to
be considered worth the resources expended, but not too much so that the
participants end the program feeling overloaded with information. A
maximum amount of content can be introduced if it is presented in a
logical sequence. There is a hierarchical sequence of prerequisites that
must be followed. If not, the participant may not achieve the intended
program outcomes. An appendix in this section of the guide presents a
sample of a questionnaire requesting participants' feedback on the rel-
evancy of the methods, techniques, scope and sequence.

3. Evaluating Outcomes

Since the main objective of staff development is to produce change
and improvement in the instructional activities of teachers of adults,
evaluating program outcomes is a very integral part of knowing whether
the program was effective. Evaluating output places the emphasis on
results and focusses on the impact of staff development and its effect of
the participant (Lauffer, 1979).

Evaluating outcomes, to be most effective, should be done immedi-
ately at the conclusion of the program and through long-term follow-up,
allowing for the intended changes to be implemented in the instructional
activities for the adult learner.

The intended outcomes of the staff development program are
changes and improvements in the participant's attitude, knowledge base
and skills (Lauffer, 1979); Grotelueschen, 1976). Attitudes are usually
stable and do not change easily. Because of this, follow-up several

7
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months after the program is necessary in order to give the participant time
to implement changes. To document change in attitudes, it is best to make
the participant aware of change in attitudes, it is best to make the partici-
pant aware of their pre- and post-program attitudes through the use of a
scaled opinionnaire. An appendix in this section of the guide presents a
sample of an instrument that can be used to measure such change.

Change in the knowledge base of program participants is another
intended outcome of staff development. In order to accomplish this, the
different ways of knowing must be ccrisidered (Grotelueschen, 1976).
Knowing can mean being aware, being able to explain or being able to
compare. Change in these ways of knowing can be documented in a
variety of ways. Increased awareness can be indicated by identifying and
comparing pre-program knowledge with post-program knowledge on the
topic and attributing the change to the activity.

Being able to explain or teach about the topic can indicate acquired
knowledge. This can be documented by observing the participant incor-
porate the acquisition in a demonstration or teaching situation. An alter-
native to observation, written explanations of the participant's under-
standing of the topic of concept can also indicate a change in knowledge
base.

Comparison is a third way of demonstrating a change in knowl-
edge. Documentation of this outcome may include written explanation by
or observation of the participant describing the topic concept by contrast-
ing it with prior knowledge.

Identifying and documenting changes and improvements in a
participant's knowledge base can be difficult, requiring more than a quick
questionnaire or opinionnaire. To document an increase in this area, an
evaluator will need to employ methods that may require a large commit-
ment of time.

Looking for evidence of a change in skills of participants requires
two perspectives. Participants can know about a skill but not know how
to demonstrate that they know it. Acquisition of new skills takes time.
Implementation can be documented by observation and demonstration.

.113
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Evaluation

A staff development
evaluation should include
the following three areas

IIM)
Participant
Expectation

2 Methods and
Techniques

3 Outcomes

Since the intended purpose and whole reason for staff development
is to implement changes and improvements in attitudes, knowledge base
and skills into improved instruction for the adult learner, assessing the
outcomes of these newly acquired changes is crucial to staff development
evaluation. Investment of appropriate evaluation methods, even though
time consuming, will yield data that is more information rich, valid and
credible than other quicker methods.

1 II
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Description of Evaluation Methods
Intended outcomes, and even unintended outcomes, must be

monitored or measured. A method used to measure outcomes must be
appropriate to the specific situation and topic of the staff development
program. Following is a description of several types of evaluation meth-
ods that might be used to assess outcomes. These suggestions are not
inclusive and many other combinations of possibilities do exist. It is
important to use more than one type of method as this will increase the
validity and credibility of data.

)1010. Formal Testing
A $91f-scoring type of pre- and post- testing on the topic of the staff

development program can be administered to the participants. Compar-
ing the differences, the changes in attitudes, knowledge base and skills
can be attributed to the effects of the program.

)11100. Simulation
Helpful in determining changes in knowledge base or skills, simu-

lations put participants in situations that require decision making using
newly acquired knowledge and skills. This method infers the possession
of the knowledge or skills by observing the responses of the decisions.

)11111P- Demonstration
This involves performing a specific act to indicate change or im-

provement in attitudes, knowledge base or skills. Demonstration is espe-
cially appropriate to show the acquisition of new skills.

1 1 5
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Evaluation

There are several

types of evaluation

methods to assess

outcomes including
the following:

MFormal Testing

gSimulation

Yi6 Demonstration

gObservation

gInterview

Observation
Observing the participant in the classroom of adult learners can be

a valuable method of assessing outcomes. Employing a checklist of behav-
ioral indicator with narrative comments is a comprehensive way to docu-
ment changes in attitude, knowledge base and skills. Some changes
require long periods of time to implement and therefore extensive obser-
vations may be necessary. Observations can be conducted not only by an
evaluator, but also by administrative personnel and peers.

Participant Self-Assessment
This method can produce insight as to the extent the participant

will implement the newly acquired attitudes, knowledge and skills. Self-
assessment provides the participant the opportunity to describe their own
sense of change and ow the change has affected their own needs. Writ-
ten evaluation, in the form of questionnaires, opinionnaires, logs, journals
and subjective satisfaction scales, are appropriate techniques to document
these changes.

)11110- Interview
Working with a predetermined set of questions, an evaluator can

collect rich data through interviews. Interviewing participants provides
an opportunity for the evaluator to assess individual judgements and
responses. This method is time-consuming but can be kept reasonable by
interviewing a random sample of the participants.

Participant Self-Assessment

1 I 6
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Evaluation

Content-Input-Process-Product Evaluation Model
The Context-Input-Process-Product (CIPP) evaluation model,

developed by Stufflebeam, provides a means of focussing evaluation
planning on the staff development program as a whole, not just the final
outcomes. This model recognizes and addresses the program's origins,
implementation and continuing operations as well as its achievements.
Developed as part of the initial program design activities, the CIPP model
helps to assure that the appropriate data is collected and diverse elements
of the program are addressed.

Context
The concern is to identify and provide direction for the program.

Have the goals of the program been defined? Do the program's opera-
tional objectives delineate how instruction is to occur? Is the program
compatible with the needs ot :he participants?

;;;o Input
Input addresses the availability and appropriateness of resources in

meeting the program's needs. Are adequate materials available for the
program? Are they interesting, stimulating, easy-to-use and cost effec-
tive? Are the instructional techniques and materials appropriate for the
intended outcomes?

Iroi;i07 Process

The concern is to ensure program development and implementa-
tion is congruent with the goals. Has instruction been developed based on
goals? Do program activities reflect program goals? Are the planned
resources actually being used? Is there a need for additional resources not
originally planned for?

LI 7
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Evaluation

"The OPP model
helps to assure that the
appropriate data is
collected and diverse
elements of the
program addressed."

fr?i, Product

Product examines program outcomes. Did the attitudes, knowl-
edge base and skills of the participants change and improve? Were the
methods and techniques appropriate to achieve the intended outcomes?
Are the participants implementing the changes and improvements in the
instructional activities of the classroom?

An appendix in this section of the guide presents a sample form
that may be used to organize the areas that will need to be addressed in
staff development program evaluation. It is only a suggested form, as are
all that are offered in this section of the guide, and should be changed to
meet the specific situation and use of the program.

1 1 S
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A Sample Evaluation Tool
One sample instrument offered by Willing (1989) includes the the follow-
ing elements and standards.

Staff Development

Element 5.1 There is a plan for program and staff development.

Standard 5.1.1 The finding of program evaluations are used to iden-
tify program development needs.

Standard 5.1.2 A formal needs assessment is periodically conducted
among staff and faculty to ascertain training needs
and priorities.

S:andard 5.1.3 Student recommendations are considered when
designing training programs.

Element 5.2 Staff development activities are planned throughout
the year to meet diversified needs of faculty.

Standard 5.2.1 Provisions are made for conducting an orientation
and/or preservice training for newly appointed staff.

Standard 5.2.2 Trends and development in adult education pro-
grams are regularly disseminated and discussed with
staff.

Standard 5.2.3 Outside resource personnel are utilized as needed.

Standard 5 2.4 Local staff are provided opportunities to share their
expertise, research finding, and materials at desig-
nated meetings.

1 9



Standard 5.2.6 Staff development activities are evaluated to deter-
mine effectiveness. (Willing, 1989, p.8)

Standard 5.2.5 The institution budgets funds for staff development
activities.



Participant Expectations and Needs

In an effort to design programs that meet the expectations and
needs of the staff, please respond to the following:

1. What topics would be beneficial to you?

2. What benefits would you expect from a program on the above
topics?

3. How would participation in a program affect your
responsibilities as an instructor of adult learners?

4. On what days and at what times would participation in a
program be most convenient?



Opinionnaire on Reasons and Expectations for Participation

Listed below are some reasons for this staff development program.
Please indicate whether you agree (A), are uncertain (U), or
disagree (D) with each one.

1. A U D (toDic of orogitm) is one of the most
important problems facing adult basic education.

2. A U D ABE teachers/administrators need training in
it2Rig_aX_RX2gnal.

3. A U D The ABE program would benefit greatly if teachers/
administrators knew more about (topic of

4. A U D The ability to (tovic of program) is very
important to the ABE teacher or administrator.

5. A U D Understanding (topic of program) might
result in greater acceptance and use of it.

P9



Opinionnaire on Participant Achievement of Personal Goals
and Expectations

As an ongoing process to evaluate the effectiveness of the staff
development program/ your feedback is desired.

1. Identify your personal goals and dbjectives for
participating in the program's activities.

2. In what way(s) did the program contribute to the achievement
of your goals and objectives?

3. In what way(s) did the activities inhibit achievement of
your goals and objectives?

4. How did your expectations and goals change as a result of
participation?

5. How did the program's objectives match with your personal
goals and objectives?

6. To what degree do you feel your personal goals and
objectives for participating were met?

not at all hardly somewhat mostly veil much

1 '3



Questionnaire on Relevancy of Procedures

Indicate to what degree you feel the methods, techniques, scope
and sequence were relevant to the program's activities.

1. The materials provided were an important resource.

not at all hardly somewhat quite very

2. Indicate the quality of instruction.

poor low average high excellent

3. The methods were appropriate for the activity.

not at all hardly somewhat quite very

4. The topic was cavered thoroughly.

not at all hardly somewhat quite very

5. The instruction was paced appropriately.

poor low average high excellent

6. The activity WAS properly sequenced.

not at all hardly somewhat 9uite very

7. The presentation of the topic was stimulating.

not at all hardly somewhat quite very

8. The methods of presentation were appropriate.

poor low average high excellent

9. The presentation was well organized .

not at all hardly somewhat quite very

10. The information presented was new and informative.

not at all hardly somewhat quite very



Opinionnaire on Attitudes toward Staff Development

The following scale has been designed to help you realize and
determine your change in attitude toward the program activities
and benefits. Circle the one most appropriate.

SA - strongly agree A - agree N - neutral or undecided
D - disagree SD - strongly disagree

My attitude toward /tegic_pg_thg_margml
is more favorable than it was.

2. I do not need to learn more about my
area of expertise.

3. Participation helped me to add to my
repertoire of activities.

4. I do not need to learn mora in order
to do an effective job.

5. I enjoy learning more so that I can
be a more effective teacher.

6. I see little benefit from participating
in staff development programs.

7. I look forward to implementing what I
have learned by participating.

B. Increased participation in the program's
activities would have enhanced my learning.

9. Due to the well-planned program, learning
was maximized and beneficial.

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD

SA A N D SD



Assessing Participant Outcomes

In order to assess how participation impacted your
responsibilities as an instructor of adult learners, please
respond to the following:

1. In what ways did the program contribute to your existing
knowledge or skills?

2. In what ways did the program give you new insights on how to
improve your instructional responsibilities?

3. Please describe in what ways you plan to implement in your
instructional activities what you have learned from
participating in the staff development program.

4. How has participation in the program made you feel more
competent as a teacher of adult learners?



Extended Assessment of Program Impact

In the attempt to assess the impact of the recent staff
development program on your instructional activities, please
respond to the following questions:

1. In what ways have you been able to implement what you gained
from participating in the program?

2. Indicate any outcomes that you can associate with this
implementatior.

3. Indicate any factors that have prevented implementation ofwhat you learned.

4. have you been able to share what you have learned with anyof your colleagues? In what ways?

5. Overall, how has participation in the program improved your
teaching activities?
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Resources

The ERIC System
The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national

information system funded and operated by the National Institute of
Education. The system consists of sixteen clearinghouses nationwide, and
its goal is to identify, select, process and disseminate information in edu-
cation. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Educa-
tion (ERIC/ACVE) provides comprehensive information through com-
puter searches of the ERIC data base. ERIC/AVE is located at the Center
on Education and Training for Employment, The Ohio State University.

Information of interest to ABE Staff Development Directors can be ob-
tained from ERIC/AVE.

For further information, contact:

User Services Coordinator
ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career, and Vocational Education
The Center on Education and Training for Employment
1900 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1090
614/292-4353
800/848-4815
FAX: 614-292-12(1

1
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References and Further Readings on Staff Dev'Dpment
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Literacy Volunteer Contact Information

National Organizations:
Laubach Literacy Action
1320 jamesville Avenue, Box 131
Syracuse NY 13210
315/422-9121

Literacy Volunteers of America, Inc.
5795 Widewaters Parkway
Syracuse, NY 13214-1846
315/445-8000

State Contacts:
Ohio Literacy Network
1500 West Lane Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43221
614/486-7757

Literacy Volunteers of America, Inc.
c/o Dr. Kevin Freer
Ohio State University
160 Ramseyer Hall
29 West Woodruff Ave.
Columbus, Ohio 43210-1177
614/292-5037
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Attached is a list of persons who have been trained in the past two years to

provide training for adult basic education instructors. In response to the

number of requests for consultants in these subject areas. the Adult and

Community Education Section funded training for these persons. You are

encouraged to take advantage of their expertise. Their time is available to you

at the regular approved rates for consultants, $25 per hour.

A list of new special projects, some of which will result in training, is also

attached so that you will know what kinds of training will be available to you

in the coming year. Some will provide training for trainers; some will train

directors or teachers directly. Information will be forthcoming from the grant

recipients.

If you have questions, please call Connie Ackerman at 614-466-5015.
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FAMILY LITERACY
TEACHER-TRAINERS

Michelle Adams
6814 Cedar Ridge Trail
Clinton, Ohio 44216

Frances Allgood
P.O. Box 8424
Akron, Ohio 44300

Sandra Bengert
7313 Red Coat Drive
Hamilton, Ohio 45011

Leone Bihl
7481 Cody Road
Hillsboro, Ohio 45133

ann Braun
385 N. Monroe Road
Xenia, Ohio 45385

Adele Christal
179 Scottwood Avenue
Norwalk, Ohio 44857

Carol Dean
1689 Wilderness Ridge
Milford, Ohio 45150

Annette Ehrnfelt
12196 Park Cliffe Road
Strongsville, Ohio 44136

*Marion Fischels
.0. Box 31

Otway, Ohio 45657

Joan Gray
855 Marilyn Drive
Kent, Ohio 44240

Carolyn Gores
Rt. 3 Box 82
Lucasville, Ohio 45648

Carolyn Hastings
819 Wise Road
Lynchburg, Ohio 45142

Mary Ann Kerwood
6241 Cheryl Drive
Concord Township, Ohio 44077

Angela Lee
3374 Ashby Road
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44120

Linda Lucas
2225 Hazel
Zanesville, Ohio 43701

Helen Meyer
12827 U.S. 24
Ottawa, Ohio 45875

Johanna Mike
5734 Firecrest Circle
N. Ridgeville, Ohio 44039

Cheri Mills
5082 Coldbrook
Mantua, Ohio 44255

Jane Peeples
6401 Stoll Lane
Cincinnati, Ohio 45236

Kay Roller
4736 Diane Drive
Ashtabula, Ohio 44004

Caroline Roos
2310 Kreisel Road
Kingston, Ohio 45644

Carol Rorick
2953 Sawyer Drive
Grove City, Ohio 43123

Sue Shontz
523 Lincoln
Huron, Ohio 44839

Thelna Slater
807 - 17th Street, NE
Massillon, Ohio 44646

Peggy Webb
678 Chestnut Street
Conneaut, Ohio 44030

Catherine Wolters
5812 Salem Pike
Cincinnati, Ohio 45230

Jenifer Woolf
636 Saxony Drive

Xenia, Ohio 45385



Margaret Bible
4392 Eos 148
East Liberty, OH 43319

Lois Borisch
12003 Eagle Scout Court
Cincinnati, OH 45242

Kathy Couture
8983 Blue Jay Lane
Mentor, OH 44060

Lois Cunningham
4741 Good Road
Seville, OH 44273

Marlene Dallow
2900 Woodridge Lane
Stow, OH 44224

vianne Dellar
1116 Eastgate Drive
Cincinnati, OH 45231

Ann Farell
PO Box 25

Lafferty, OH 43951

Fran Holthaus
303 Hall Street
Sidney, OH 45365

Roxann Hutchison
128 Lakeview Lane
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022

Jan Ronda
437 Perkinswood NE
Warren, OH 44483

Betty Larger
22151 Dorothy Road
Minster, OH 45865

Evonne McFarland
1490 Helma Avenue
Hamilton, OH 45013

Leanore Nagel
2111 Acacia #621
Lyndhurst, OH 44124

Family Literacy Teacher-Trainers
(2nd Institute)

I U3

Kathy Petrek
259 Carmen Avenue
Hamilton, OH 45013

Kathleen Rider
PO Box 4081
Warren, OH 44482

Lorraine Starkey
11510 Folkstone Drive
Cincinnati, OH 45240

Jody Steuer
3726 Elmhurst Road
Toledo, OH 43613

Mary Ann Taylor
2020 Sherman Avenue
Norwood, OH 45212

Maria Wagenbach-Ball
2111 Tremont Road
Columbus, OH 43221

Ann Weaver
5026 Willowcrest Road
Willoughby, OH 44094

Myrtle White
4101 Edgewood Drive
Lorain, OH 44053



WATS TEACHER-TRAINERS

410 il
Abbey

13 C Brunswick Drive
Elyria, Ohio 44035

Francis Alexander
1816 Harrison
Sandusky, Ohio 44870

Glen Bayless
218 E. 14th Street
Elyria, Ohio 44035

Leon Bevins
2567 Hunting Run Road
Lucasville, Ohio 45648

--tricia Bilyeu
411t691 Sand Hill Road

llaire, Ohio 43906

Lois Borisch
12003 Eagle Scout Ct.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242

Barbara Calton
825 Briar Ct.
Loveland, Ohio 45140

Gerry Cordier
Rt. 4, Box 491
Lucasville, Ohio 45648

Therese Farber
8472 Bender S.W.

varre, Ohio 44662

Sharon Feyedelem
1110 S. Main
Huron, Ohio 44839

Nella Flack
2908 Lincoln St.
Struthers, Ohio 44471

Cindy Grantz
10 Tiffany Ct.

Hamilton, Ohio 45013

Paula Savage
9151 County Road L
Delta, Ohio 43515

Steve Buerschen
Warren Co. Office of Education
416 South East Street
Lebanon, Ohio 45036

Greg Herroor
5495 N. Washington Rd.
Piqua, Ohio 45356

Fran Holthouse
Upper Valley JVS
8811 Career Drive
Piqua, Ohio 45356

Patricia Hudson
1870 Little Road
Jamestown, Ohio 45335

Patricia Hunter
717 White Oaks Drive
Oxford, Ohio 45056

April Huntington
Cuyahoga Falls City Schools
2300 Fourth Street
Cuyahoga Falls, Obio 44221

137

Sue Lashbrook
Rt. 1, Box 333
Lucaeville, Ohio 45648

Cynthia Lewis
77375 Freeport-Tippecanoe
Freeport, Ohio 43973

Lorene Marton
134 Elmwood S.W.
Maitn411on, Ohio 44646

Sara Meyer
3374 Road 8, Rt. 3
Leipsic, Ohio 45856

Jimmi McIntosh
4900 C Long Acres
Cincinnati, Ohio 45245

Pamela Simpson
1532 N. Detroit Street
Xenia, Ohio 45385

Mary Jane Stephens
1662 Forwood Trail
Loveland, Ohio 45140

Jennie Webb
414 Emerick
Middletown, Ohio 45044



FAL TEACHER-TRAINERS

Allhl tricia Adams
11117t300 Seneca Drive

Troy, Ohio 45373

Cindy lagocius
4412 Hickory Trail
Stow, Ohio 44224

Janine Brimbal
3005 Colridge Road
Cleveland Hts., Ohio 44118

Susan Cann
1131 N. Columbus Street
Lancaster, Ohio 43130

lrol Dflugherty

IIIJ32 Nhaey Lane

Salem, Ohio 44460

Jim Grover
2418 Old State Road
Newalk, Ohio 44857

Carol hedler
2346 Cheltenham Road
Toledo, Ohio 43606

Fran Holthaus
303 Hall Street
Sidney, Ohio 45365

Sandra Hopple
2849 Chippendale, N.W.

4111
issillon, Ohio 44646

Wendy Johnson
6705 State Rt. 134

Lynchberg, Ohio 45142

Rosemarie Reacher
2241 Goleta Avenue
Youngstown, Ohio 44504

Eileen Kearns
7225 Cherry Street

Independence, Ohio 44131

Amy Krabbe
8772 Mockingbird Lane
Cincinnati, Ohio 45231

Andrea Loagauer
1273 Granger Road
Lakewood, Ohio 44107

Bill Miller
29016 Bassett Road
Westlake, Ohio 44145

Marjorie Roberts
2213 S. Broadway
Geneva, Ohio 44041

Eileen Spada
1474 Wager Road
Lakewood, Ohio 44107

Sally Wilson
2340 Seneca Drive
Troy, Ohio 45373



ADULT BASIC EDUCATION SPECIAL PROJECTS
1991-92 Program Year

Project Title: Adult Basic Education New Teacher Training
Purpose: To provide training for new adult basic education teachers

and instructional aides which will prepare them to recruit
students, provide instruction in a manner that promotes retention,
and offer appropriate counseling.
Cleveland Heights-University Heights City SchoolsCrantee(s):

Project Title:
Purpose:

Crantee(s):

Project Title;

Purpose:

Crantee(s):

Project Title:
PUriose:

Crantee(s):

Project Title:

Purpose:

Crantee(s):

Adapting Adult Basic Education to the Needs of the Workplace
To provide training to assist ABE program planners to develop
rani implement workplace literacy programs.
University of Cincinnati
The Center on Educati= and Training for Employment at OSU

Strategies for Serving Hearing and/or Visually Impaired Adult
in Adult Basic Education

To develop and implement an instructional program for the
hearing impaired and/or the visually impaired and to produce
a guide based on that experience.
Columbus Speech & Hearing Center

Development of Reading Materials for Adult New Readers
To develop a collection of stories for beginning readers
based on students' writings and/or oral transcriptions.
MonDay Community Correctional Institution
Athens County Board of Education

Development of an Adult Basic Education Statewide Program
Evaluation System
To develop and pilot a system to evaluate the statewide impact
and effectiveness of Adult Education Act funded ABE programs.
The Ohio State University

Project Title: Strategies for Recruiting and Retaining Young Urban Minorities
Purpose: To plan, implement, and evaluate strategies for recruiting

and retaining young urban minorities eligible for adult basic
education and to train administrators and instructional staff
in Ohio's eight major cities in use of those strategies.

Crantee(s); Great Oaks Joint Vocational School District

Project Title: Training for ASE Staff Development Directors
Purpose: To acquaint ABE staff development directors with a theoretical

model for staff development that includes opportunities for
demonstration, practice, feedback, and coaching.

Crantee(0)4 The Ohio State University



*

a

Project Title: Cooperative Services Model Project
Purpose: To develop and implement a joint services plan linking adult

basic education with public libraries, community action agencies,
private industry councils, private literacy organizations,
or another similar agency.
Sinclair Community College/Project READGrantee(s):

Project Title:
Purpose:

Grantee(s):

Counseling Strategies for Goal Attainment
To train teachers, coordinators and recruiters in strategies
that will increase student retention and goal attainment.
Clermont County Office of Education
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